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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Impairments in social communication are among the earliest indicators of autism 

spectrum disorders (ASD). However, due to the age of usual diagnosis, relatively little is known 

about the communicative profiles of children with ASD younger than 2 years of age. The 

purpose of this study was to examine the communicative acts of 50 children between 18 and 24 

months of age who were later diagnosed with ASD, compared to children with developmental 

delays (DD, n=23) in whom ASD was ruled out and children with typical development (TD, 

n=50). Precise measures of rate, functions, and means of communication were obtained through 

systematic observation of videotaped behavior samples from the Communication and Symbolic 

Behavior Scales Developmental Profile (Wetherby & Prizant, 2002). Children with ASD 

communicated at a significantly lower rate than children with DD and TD; however, differences 

in rate varied based on communicative function, with the ASD group communicating at a lower 

rate for behavior regulation and joint attention than children with TD, and a lower rate on joint 

attention compared to children with DD. Children with ASD who did communicate for joint 

attention were as likely as other children to coordinate means of communication, including 

vocalizations, eye gaze, and gestures. In addition, the ASD group used a significantly lower rate 

of total communicative gestures than the DD and TD groups, along with a lower rate and 

proportion of deictic gestures and a reliance on more primitive gestures. Profile analyses of 

communicative acts and gestures revealed that children with ASD exhibited a unique profile of 

communication across communicative functions and gestures. Overall, the results of this study 

indicated that by 18 to 24 months of age, children with ASD showed a unique profile of 

communication, with core deficits in communication rate, joint attention, and communicative 

gestures. This study will contribute to understanding the ontogeny of communication in children 

with ASD and aid in early detection.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are characterized by pervasive impairments in social 

interaction and communication skills (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). According to 

the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual IV – Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR; APA, 2000), qualitative 

impairments in social interaction are manifested by impairments in the use of nonverbal 

behaviors, failure to develop peer relationships, lack of spontaneous seeking to share enjoyment 

and interests, and/or lack of social/emotional reciprocity. Impairments in communication are 

manifested by delay in or total lack of spoken language and gestures, impairment in initiating or 

sustaining conversation, stereotyped and repetitive use of language, and/or lack of pretend play. 

Although major advances have been made in understanding these social and communication 

impairments, relatively little is known about the early impairments in children with ASD under 3 

years of age. In fact, research has shown that several of the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria, such as 

poor peer relationships, limited conversational skills, and stereotyped language, are not 

applicable to very young children (Stone et al., 1999). Therefore, continued research is needed to 

identify and understand the early social communication characteristics of ASD in children under 

3 years of age.   

 In recent years increasing research has been conducted to examine the stability of an 

early diagnosis and thereby lower the age of identification of ASD (Charman et al., 2005; Lord, 

1995; Lord et al., 2006; Stone et al., 1999). One reason for this relates to mounting evidence 

regarding the benefits of early intervention. Empirical research on children with ASD indicates 

that intervention provided prior to age 3 ½ has greater long term effects than later intervention 

(Harris & Handleman, 2000; McGee, Morrier & Daly, 1999). Increased knowledge regarding the 

social communication impairments that are hallmark of ASD is critical to better understanding 

the disorder and to improving early identification and intervention.  

Because the average age of diagnosis of ASD in the United States is after 3 years of age, 

(Mandell, Novak, & Zubritsky, 2005; NRC, 2001; Wiggins, Baio, & Rice, 2006), much remains 

to be learned about the early social communication skills of children with ASD under 2 years of 

age. There is now a large body of research characterizing the communicative profiles of children 

2 to 5 years of age with ASD. In contrast, research regarding the communicative profiles of 

children with ASD younger than 24 months is relatively limited. Research in this area is 
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emerging from several different sources and is beginning to provide information about the social 

communication impairments unique to ASD. However, further study of the communication of 

very young children with ASD is warranted.  

Communication of Preschool Children with ASD 

Substantial research has been conducted to examine the communicative acts of 

preschool-age children with ASD. Differences in the rate, functions, and means of 

communication of preschool children with ASD compared to children with other developmental 

delays (DD) and typical development (TD) have been documented. This research provides 

evidence regarding the social and communication impairments of ASD, and offers important 

implications for identifying children with ASD in the second year of life. 

Communicative rate and function. Typically developing children communicate to express 

three major functions by the end of the first year of life: behavior regulation, social interaction, 

and joint attention (Bruner, 1981; Wetherby & Prizant, 2002). Behavior regulation involves 

communicating to regulate another person’s behavior to obtain a specific result (e.g., requesting, 

protesting). Social interaction involves drawing another’s attention to oneself. The child’s goal is 

to get the communicative partner to notice him or her (e.g., greeting, showing off). 

Communicating for joint attention involves directing another’s attention to objects and events for 

the purpose of sharing them with others (e.g., commenting, requesting information). Generally, 

these broad communicative functions develop in tandem in children with TD (Carpenter, 

Mastergeorge, & Coggins, 1983; Crais, Douglas, & Campbell, 2004; Wetherby, 1986). Whereas 

children with TD communicate intentionally for each of these functions prior to the first 

birthday, research on preschool children with ASD has revealed differences in the emergence of 

these functions and in the rate with which they communicate for the various functions.  

Using semi-structured sampling procedures designed to elicit a variety of communicative 

functions, Mundy, Sigman, & Kasari (1994) found that a group of 30 preschool-age children 

with ASD communicated for behavior regulation as frequently as children with DD, but showed 

deficits in initiating joint attention through the use of gestures such as pointing and showing. 

Stone et al. (1997) reported that a group of 14 children with ASD in the third year of life (M = 

32.8 months, SD = 3.5) communicated at a significantly lower rate (i.e., number of 

communicative acts per minute) than children with DD during a structured communication 

assessment designed to elicit requesting and commenting behaviors. The average rate of 
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communication for the ASD group was .60 acts per minute (SD = .34, range = .12-1.20), and 

1.09 acts per minute (SD = .51, range = .17-1.79) for children with DD. Examination of 

communicative functions revealed that children with ASD demonstrated less frequent use of 

commenting or communicating for joint attention in comparison to requesting or communicating 

for behavior regulation. Communicative acts for social interaction were not examined in this 

investigation. In a study using similar communication sampling procedures, Wetherby, Prizant, 

and Hutchinson (1998) examined a group of 22 children with ASD with a mean age of 35.9 

months (SD = 11.72) compared to children with DD at the same expressive language level and 

found results similar to those of Mundy et al. and Stone et al. Specifically, the children with ASD 

communicated at a significantly lower rate (M = 2.09 acts per minute, SD = .75) and displayed 

significantly poorer scores on communicating for joint attention than children with DD. In 

contrast, children with ASD and DD displayed comparable scores in communicating for 

behavior regulation. Dawson and colleagues (2004) investigated social attention impairments, 

including communicating for joint attention, in 3- to 4-year old children with ASD compared to 

children with DD and TD matched on mental age (MA). They found that children with ASD 

made fewer attempts to communicate for joint attention than children in the comparison groups. 

The researchers reported that children with DD were just as likely as TD children to initiate joint 

attention. Overall, these studies provide corroborating evidence of a core deficit in preschoolers 

with ASD in communicating for joint attention. 

Communicating for social interaction has been studied less in children with ASD than 

behavior regulation and joint attention. In addition, research findings on communicating for 

social interaction have been somewhat mixed. McEvoy et al. (1993) found that children with 

ASD with a mean age of 60.7 months (SD = 12.92) exhibited significant deficits in 

communicating for social interaction when compared to children with DD and TD. In contrast, in 

a younger sample of 15 preschool-age children with ASD (M = 44.9 months, SD = 8.7), Mundy, 

Sigman, and Kasari (1990) found that children with ASD did not differ from MA-matched or 

language age-matched children on communicating for social interaction. In a later study, these 

researchers (Mundy et al., 1994) compared preschool children with ASD to children with DD 

and TD. Significant differences were reported in children with ASD with a MA less than 20 

months on high level social interaction behaviors (e.g., placing a hat on adult’s head after the 

adult leans forward and says “Can I play?”) but not low level behaviors (e.g., responding to a 
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pause in being tickled with eye contact and a gesture). Post hoc analyses revealed that children 

with ASD were different compared to children with TD, but not from children with DD (Mundy 

et al., 1994), suggesting that impairments in communicating for social interaction were not 

specific to ASD.   

Overall, numerous studies have documented that preschool-age children with ASD in the 

early stages of language development show a relative strength in communicating for behavior 

regulation and demonstrate a deficit in communicating for joint attention (McEvoy, Rogers, & 

Pennington, 1993; Mundy et al., 1990, 1994; Sigman, Mundy, Sherman, & Ungerer, 1986; 

Wetherby & Prutting, 1984; Wetherby et al., 1998). The deficit in communicating for joint 

attention appears to be a hallmark of ASD and is not characteristic of children with other 

developmental delays. The potential importance of joint attention impairments in children with 

ASD is highlighted by research revealing a strong relation between joint attention and concurrent 

as well as later communication and language development (Charman et al., 2003; Dawson et al., 

2004; Mundy et al., 1990; Wetherby et al., 1998). Data from longitudinal research suggest that 

the failure to acquire gestural joint attention may be a core deficit in ASD and a deficit that 

impairs language development. Mundy and colleagues (1990) found that measures of joint 

attention (e.g., showing, pointing to direct attention) at initial testing were a significant predictor 

of language development one year later for preschool children with ASD, while none of the other 

nonverbal measures, initial language scores, mental age, chronological age, nor IQ were 

significant predictors. These findings were further substantiated in a larger follow-up study 

examining the communicative behaviors and language skills of more than 50 children with ASD 

between 10 and 13 years of age (Sigman & Ruskin, 1999). In another study, Charman and 

colleagues (2003) examined predictive relations of 18 children with ASD and found that 

measures of joint attention at 20 months of age predicted language outcomes at 42 months of 

age. This research highlights the need to better understand early deficits in joint attention in 

young children with ASD and the importance of establishing joint attention skills to improve 

later outcomes.   

Communicative means. Typically developing children generally demonstrate a variety of 

communicative forms or means to express intentions by the end of the first year of life. Although 

most children are not yet producing true words at this age, they communicate intentionally using 

simple conventional gestures, sounds, and eye gaze (Bates, 1979; Crais et al., 2004). These early 
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communicative means serve as the foundation for the emergence of first words (Iverson & Thal, 

1998). The acquisition of first words appears around the first birthday, with vocabulary generally 

increasing slowly and steadily between 12 and 18 months of age, accompanied by an 

acceleration in the rate of word acquisition (Bates, O’Connell, & Shore, 1987; Fensen et al., 

1994; Wetherby, Reichle, & Pierce, 1998). Research on preschool children with ASD has 

indicated impairments in communicative means. Coordination of communicative means within 

communicative acts appears to be a particular area of deficit for preschool children with ASD 

(Phillips, Gomez, Baron-Cohen, Laa, & Riviere, 1995; Stone et al., 1997; Wetherby et al., 1998). 

Again, research involving preschool children that has documented deficits in the communicative 

means that typically develop during the first two years of life provides evidence of early social 

communication impairments in ASD. Communicative means, including gestures, vocalizations, 

and eye gaze will be reviewed. 

Research has documented impairments both in the quantity and quality of gesture use in 

preschool children with ASD. For example, Stone et al. (1997) reported that children with ASD 

in the third year of life used a significantly lower proportion of point and show gestures than 

children with DD matched on chronological and mental age. In contrast, children with ASD used 

a significantly higher rate and greater proportion of manipulating another’s hand to 

communicate. Children with ASD and DD did not differ on other gestures, including reaching 

and giving. In a study of 22 children with ASD with a mean age of 35.9 months (SD = 11.72), 

Wetherby et al. (1998) found that children with ASD displayed substantially poorer scores in 

gestural communicative means than children with DD. These findings are consistent with those 

of Lord (1995), in which the ADI-R (Lord, Rutter, & Le Couteur, 1994), a structured clinician-

based interview, was used to measure early symptoms of ASD. Lord found that parents of 

children with ASD in the third year of life reported significantly greater impairments than 

parents of children with DD in pointing and directing attention (i.e., showing). In fact, 

impairment in showing was one of the clearest discriminators of children with ASD between 24 

and 36 months of age based on parent interview. In addition, use of another’s body as a tool was 

found to discriminate children with ASD at this age. Together, these studies suggest that children 

with ASD in the third year of life can be distinguished from children with DD and TD based on 

impairments in the use of gestures. These findings are in agreement with research on older 

children with ASD (Loveland & Landry, 1986; McHale, Simeonsson, Marcus, & Olley, 1980; 
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Sigman et al., 1986; Stone & Caro-Martinez, 1990) and provide evidence of a core deficit in the 

use of a variety of gestures, including conventional and symbolic gestures along with a reliance 

on more primitive gestures such as using another person’s hand as a tool.  

Although deficits in gestural communication are characteristic of children with ASD, 

there appears to be more variability in the use of vocalizations as a means of communication 

within a communicative act. Stone & Caro-Martinez (1990) reported on the communication of 

30 children with ASD collected through direct observation of everyday school routines. The 

researchers reported a low frequency of vocalizations and speech in the children with ASD, 

particularly in children with lower cognitive levels. Less than half of the children were observed 

to use vocalizations or speech. Children were reported to be more likely to direct communication 

using a motoric form (e.g., touching a person to get his/her attention). Using a semi-structured 

communication assessment, Stone et al. (1997) found that children with ASD and DD in the third 

year of life did not differ on the proportion of acts directed with a vocalization. Similarly, 

Wetherby et al. (1998) found that preschool children with ASD showed comparable use of vocal 

communicative acts without gestures to children with DD. However, the ASD group did show 

significantly less coordination of gestures and vocalizations. These findings indicate that 

preschool-age children with ASD and DD may not show differences in communicative 

vocalizations alone, but highlight the fact that children with ASD may demonstrate more 

difficulty coordinating communicative means.  

 Deficits in eye gaze have been well established in individuals with ASD. From early 

differences in shared attention within dyadic interactions, to difficulty shifting gaze between 

people and objects, impairments in eye gaze are evident very early in life and are a defining 

feature of ASD (Charman et al., 1997; Osterling et al., 2002; Sweetenham et al., 1998; Wetherby 

et al., 2004; Werner, Dawson, Osterling & Dinno, 2000). Although little research has been done 

to examine eye gaze as a means of communication within communicative acts in children with 

ASD under 24 months of age, research on preschool-age age children suggests impairments in 

this area. For example, Phillips and colleagues (1995) found that children with ASD with a mean 

age of 54 months (SD = 10.8) were less likely to direct their requests with eye gaze than children 

with DD. In a younger sample of children, Stone et al. (1997) found that children with ASD in 

the third year of life used a significantly lower proportion of acts involving eye gaze than 

children with DD. Examination of within group differences revealed a different pattern between 
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the ASD and DD groups in the use of eye gaze. Specifically, children with ASD used eye gaze 

more often for communicating for behavior regulation than for joint attention. In contrast, 

children with DD used eye gaze with similar frequency to communicate for both functions. Thus, 

although research has indicated that communicating for behavior regulation is a relative strength 

in children with ASD, there are differences in their communicative means, including 

impairments in the use of communicative eye gaze.  

Communicative Profiles of Children with ASD Under 2 Years of Age 

 Preliminary research on the social and communication impairments of children with ASD 

younger than 2 years of age is emerging from three primary sources: analyses of home 

videotapes, parent report of children identified with ASD both retrospectively and prospectively, 

and systematic observation. Although these studies are somewhat limited due to weaknesses in 

methodology, they have provided valuable information to help guide the study of early social 

and communication impairments in very young children with ASD.  

 Analyses of home videotapes. One methodology used to investigate early social and 

communication impairments in very young children later diagnosed with ASD has been through 

the examination of home videotapes collected from first birthday parties. In one such study, 

Osterling and Dawson (1994) found that at 12 months of age, 4 behaviors distinguished 11 

children with ASD from children with TD: lack of pointing, showing, looking at the face of 

another, and failing to orient to name. It is interesting to note that none of the children in the 

ASD group were observed to point at this age. These findings were replicated in study of 25 

children with ASD between 12 and 30 months compared to a group of children with TD, in 

which home videos of social events such as birthday parties and family celebrations were 

examined (Mars, Mauk, & Dowrick, 1998).  

In a follow-up study of home videotapes of first birthdays (Osterling, Dawson, & 

Munson, 2002), researchers compared 20 children with ASD, 14 with DD, and 20 with TD, and 

found that looking at the face of another and failing to orient to name distinguished children with 

ASD from those with DD. The researchers reported that pointing and showing were too 

infrequent in all three groups to allow for meaningful analyses. In terms of overall gesture use, 

the researchers did not find differences between children with ASD and DD on the proportion of 

gestures used; however, when compared to children with TD, children with ASD and DD 

demonstrated significantly less gesturing. Thus, the decreased use of gestures appeared to be 
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associated with developmental delay rather than ASD at 1 year of age. These studies of 12-

month-old children also have reported no significant differences between groups in the frequency 

of vocalizations (Osterling & Dawson, 1994; Osterling et al., 2002). Based on the limited 

definitions provided in the study, it is not clear whether the vocalizations were considered 

communicative, that is, vocalizations directed to another person to serve a communicative 

function. This also was the case for the category of overall gesture use. It is important to note 

that pointing and showing were considered joint attention behaviors. Thus, even though children 

can point or show to communicate for functions beyond joint attention, this study did not 

examine group differences on these gestures in relation to communicative function.  

More recently, Werner and Dawson (2005) examined home videotapes of first and 

second birthday parties of 15 children with ASD with a history of parent-reported regression, 

compared to 21 children with reported early-onset ASD, and 20 children with TD. At 12 months 

of age, infants with early-onset ASD were significantly less likely to use complex babbling, 

words, and pointing for joint attention than children with regression and TD. Among the 

behaviors that did not differentiate the groups at 12 months were pointing for behavior 

regulation, gaze to people, and orienting to name. By the second birthday, both groups of 

children with ASD exhibited fewer instances of complex babbling, use of single and two word 

phrases, pointing for joint attention, gaze to people, and orienting to name than children with TD. 

As at 12 months of age, no group differences were found for pointing for behavior regulation at 

24 months. This finding highlights the need to examine impairments in communicative means 

(e.g., gestures, vocalizations) in relation to communicative functions.  

Overall, these studies of home videotapes are informative and provide some evidence that 

impairments in early social communication are evident in children with ASD early in the second 

year and that these impairments are likely to persist, with additional symptoms emerging during 

the second year of life. However, findings from these studies are somewhat inconsistent in 

relation to the specific impairments that may differentiate very young children with ASD from 

children with DD. In addition to limited sample sizes, which may mask group differences, these 

studies are limited by the sampling procedures. That is, children may not have had sufficient 

opportunity to use communicative behaviors. Research utilizing systematic sampling of 

communication is needed to advance understanding of the communicative profiles of very young 

children with ASD.  
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Retrospective parent report. Research based on parent report indicates that parents of 

children with ASD express concern and report symptoms within the first 2 years of life (De 

Giacomo & Fombonne, 1998; Howlin & Moore, 1997; Werner, Dawson, Munson, & Osterling, 

2005; Wimpory, Hobson, Williams, & Nash, 2000). In a recent study Werner and colleagues 

(2005) administered an in-depth interview to parents of 72 3-4-year-old children with ASD to 

examine variations in the course of development of ASD across the first 2 years of life at 

approximately 3-month time intervals. Parents of children with ASD retrospectively reported a 

significantly higher level of social symptoms than parents of children with DD by 13-15 months. 

Differences in communication were reported slightly later in the second year, with parents of 

children with ASD reporting significantly higher symptoms than parents of children with DD by 

19-21 months. This finding highlights the need for research examining the communication 

profiles of children with ASD in the second half of the second year of life. Although this study 

did not examine differences in specific communicative functions or means, social behaviors such 

as difficulty catching the child’s eye, failure to show objects, lack of pointing to express interest, 

and failure to initiate simple social interactions, as well as communication behaviors such as 

failure to use gestures meaningfully and physical manipulation of adult’s hand were items 

included in the social and communication domains on the parent interview. Although the parent 

report measure used in this study utilized techniques to improve accuracy of parent recall, it will 

be important to confirm and extend these findings with prospective parent report as well as 

observational data. 

Prospective parent report. In addition to retrospective parent reports, researchers 

identifying children prospectively also have used parent report measures to examine social 

communication impairments of children with ASD younger than 2 years of age. Cox et al. (1999) 

administered the ADI-R to parents of 8 children with classic autism and 13 children with 

pervasive developmental disorder identified prospectively using the Checklist for Autism in 

Toddlers (CHAT; Baron-Cohen et al., 1996). The researchers reported that at 20 months of age, 

children with classic autism scored significantly higher than children with language disorder both 

on the social and communication domains of the ADI-R. Two of the items from the nonverbal 

communication domain that distinguished children with autism at 20 months included pointing 

and use of conventional gestures. These two items also distinguished the two groups at 42 

months, indicating that impairments in these communicative means are present in the second 
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year of life and are likely to persist. Communicative means that did not distinguish children with 

ASD from children with language disorders at 20 months included showing, use of another’s 

body to communicate, headshaking, and nodding. However, the small sample size (n = 8) may 

have obscured group differences on these items.  

Prospective studies of infants with a sibling diagnosed with ASD are beginning to emerge 

and are providing useful information on the early development of social communication in 

children later diagnosed with ASD. Mitchell and colleagues (2006) recently reported findings on 

the communication development of 15 younger siblings who met diagnostic criteria for ASD at 

24 months of age, compared to 82 younger siblings who did not meet diagnostic criteria for ASD 

and 49 low-risk infants without ASD. As reported by parents on the MacArthur Communicative 

Developmental Inventory – Words and Gestures (CDI-WG; Fenson et al., 1993) 12-month-old 

infants later diagnosed with ASD were reported to understand significantly fewer phrases and 

use significantly fewer early and late gestures than both non-ASD siblings and low-risk controls. 

It is important to note that the understanding of phrases domain on the CDI-WG did not measure 

true understanding of multiword combinations, but rather responsiveness to directives (e.g., 

“Don’t touch”) and common routines (e.g., “Daddy’s home”). Early gestures included 

communicative gestures such as showing, pointing, and waving, as well as participation in games 

and routines such as peek-a-boo and pat-a-cake. Late gestures inventoried the use of real and toy 

objects such as eating with a spoon and symbolic gestures in pretend play such as feeding or 

bathing a doll. Mitchell et al. found that later in the second year, at approximately 18 months of 

age, children with ASD were significantly different from both other groups on all categories 

measured on the CDI-WG. That is, in addition to the differences reported at 12 months, by 18 

months of age children with ASD also were reported to understand and produce fewer words. 

This study provides prospective evidence that impairments in social communication are evident 

in children with ASD by 12 months of age. Furthermore, these impairments are likely to persist, 

with additional symptoms emerging over the second year of life. However, this study did not 

include a group of infants matched on developmental level, making it unclear whether these 

behaviors would distinguish infants with ASD from infants with other developmental delays.  

Overall, findings from investigations utilizing parent report methods support those from 

retrospective analyses of home videotapes, suggesting that impairments in early social and 

communication skills may be the earliest indicators of ASD and are evident in the second year of 
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life. In addition, findings from these investigations indicate that parents of young children with 

ASD may observe symptoms or impairments that are not as readily apparent on home 

videotapes. Research based on direct, systematic observation with larger sample sizes is needed 

to identify and further clarify the specific symptoms that will differentiate children with ASD 

under 2 years of age.  

Systematic observation. Research based on direct, systematic observation is emerging for 

children with ASD under 2 years of age. This research is beginning to provide some useful 

information on the early social and communication impairments of very young children with 

ASD and comes from children that have been identified prospectively and followed 

longitudinally. One cohort of children consists of those identified as part of a general population 

screen as high risk for ASD using the CHAT. Based on scores on the CHAT, children were 

invited for a detailed clinical diagnostic assessment. Charman and colleagues (1997) found that 

among the behaviors that differentiated 10 children with ASD from children with DD and TD at 

20 months of age were less social gaze in response to a display of distress by the adult and fewer 

gaze shifts in response to activation of mechanical toys. Swettenham and colleagues (1998) 

found that during free play this group of children with ASD spent less time looking at people and 

displayed fewer gaze shifts between people and objects than children with DD and TD, 

indicating an early deficit in shared attention. Although these studies did not specifically 

examine communicative function or means, and are based on a very small sample of children, 

they do provide further evidence of early impairments in eye gaze and highlight the need to 

investigate eye gaze as a means of communication within the communicative acts of children 

with ASD in the second year of life. 

In a recent investigation by Charman and colleagues (2005), a group of 26 children with 

ASD were assessed at 24.5 months of age (SD = 5.3). Using a child-adult interaction assessment 

to elicit social communication, the researchers obtained a mean rate (per minute) of child 

communicative acts directed to the examiner. The researchers reported that the mean rate of 

communicative acts, which were predominately nonverbal, was 1.9 acts per minute (SD = .8, 

range = .7 to 4.8). In addition, rate of communicative acts of children with ASD at age 2 was 

significantly associated with outcome in several domains at 7 years of age, while standard 

measures of cognitive and language ability collected at age 2 did not predict outcome. The 

researchers concluded that in terms of clinical implications, assessing early social 
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communication skills, such as communicative acts, may be more important than measuring IQ 

and formal language abilities in very young children with ASD. Although several children in this 

sample were in the third year of life, to date, this is the youngest sample for which precise 

measures of rate of communicative acts have been studied and reported. Given these findings, 

future research examining rate of communication in children with ASD younger than 24 months 

is warranted.  

A second major cohort consists of children identified from a general population screen 

using the Communication and Symbolic Behavior Scales Developmental Profile (CSBS DP; 

Wetherby & Prizant, 2002) and later diagnosed with ASD. This group of children has been 

examined using the Systematic Observation of Red Flags (SORF) for Autism Spectrum 

Disorders in Young Children (Wetherby & Woods, 2002). Wetherby and colleagues (2004) used 

the SORF to examine symptoms of ASD in the second year of life. The researchers identified 13 

red flags that correctly classified 18 children with ASD, DD, and TD with 94.4% accuracy. 

Among these red flags are several items that provide insight into the communicative acts of 

children with ASD in the second year of life. For example, in comparison to children with DD 

and TD, children with ASD showed a lack of sharing interest or enjoyment, which was a 

measure of communicating for joint attention. Two other red flags that distinguished the group of 

children with ASD were a lack of communication involving a coordination of communicative 

means, and a lack of communicative vocalizations. Specifically, in comparison to children with 

DD and TD, children with ASD showed a lack of communication involving coordination of at 

least three of the following: gaze, facial expression, gesture, and sound. In addition, children 

with ASD were significantly different from children with TD but not from DD on a lack of 

communicative vocalizations with consonants, that is, vocalizations directed with eye gaze, 

gesture, or movement toward a person. These findings indicate that impairments in the 

coordination of communicative means may be apparent prior to 24 months of age. In relation to 

specific gestures, the lack of showing distinguished children with ASD from children with DD 

and TD, but a lack of pointing did not distinguish children with ASD from those with DD. This 

study provides valuable information on early social and communication impairments observed in 

children with ASD in the second year of life, but is limited by its relatively small sample size and 

the restricted scoring range on the SORF (i.e., 0, 1, 2), impacting the ability to detect group 

differences. Furthermore, the ASD group ranged in age from 13.1 to 26.9 months, with four 
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children who were younger than 18 months. Research with larger sample sizes and narrower age 

ranges is needed to better understand the ontogeny of communication in young children with 

ASD. 

In a recent study, Wetherby and colleagues (in press) examined the social communication 

profiles of 50 children with ASD late in the second year of life with a mean age of approximately 

21 months, compared to children with DD and TD. This group of 50 children with ASD included 

the 18 children examined using the SORF (Wetherby et al., 2004). Using the standard scoring of 

the CSBS DP, the researchers found that the ASD group scored significantly lower than the TD 

group on all 14 social communication measures. In comparison to children with DD, children 

with ASD scored significantly lower on five social communication measures. Among these were 

rate of communication, communicating for joint attention, and inventory of conventional 

gestures. In examining the functions or purposes of communication, children with ASD were 

comparable to children with DD in communicating for behavior regulation, slightly lower in 

communicating for social interaction, and significantly lower on communicating for joint 

attention. In addition, communicating for behavior regulation and inventory of gestures later in 

the second year of life were among the strongest predictors of severity of autism symptoms in the 

fourth year. The researchers concluded that these core social communication deficits may impact 

the quality of the social environment and have a cascading effect on developmental outcome and 

autism symptoms through a transactional process. To date, this is the largest sample of children 

with ASD examined using direct observation in the second year of life. Findings from this study 

provide valuable information about the communicative acts of young children with ASD and 

highlight the need to investigate means of communicative in relation to communicative 

functions. Continued research examining more precise measures of social communication in the 

second year is needed to better understand the course of development of social communication in 

this population.  

In addition to findings obtained through general population screenings, as previously 

described, prospective studies of infants with a sibling diagnosed with ASD are beginning to 

emerge. Landa & Garrett-Mayer (2006) recently reported findings on younger siblings of 

children diagnosed with ASD. The researchers used the Mullen Scales of Early Learning 

(MSEL; Mullen, 1995) to prospectively examine a broad range of developmental domains at 6, 

14, and 24 months of age in 24 younger siblings who met diagnostic criteria for ASD at 24 
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months of age, compared to 11 children with language delays (LD) without ASD, and 52 

unaffected children who did not meet criteria for ASD or LD. The MSEL is a standardized 

developmental test that consists of five subscales: receptive and expressive language, gross and 

fine motor, and visual reception. No group differences were detected on any of the subscales at 6 

months of age. However, by 14 months the ASD group scored significantly lower than the 

unaffected group on all domains except visual reception. Differences between the ASD and LD 

groups were observed at 24 months, with the ASD group scoring significantly lower on receptive 

language and gross and fine motor. The groups were not significantly different on expressive 

language or visual reception. The ASD and unaffected groups were significantly different on all 

domains at 24 months. In addition to group differences, children with ASD showed a different 

developmental trajectory compared to the other groups, with a broadening developmental delay 

and a deceleration of growth observed across the second year of life. Although this study did not 

report on the social communication development of young children with ASD, findings suggest 

that the second year of life may be a critical time to examine the emerging symptoms of ASD.  

In another study of infant siblings, Zwaigenbaum and colleagues (2005) reported on a 

group of younger siblings diagnosed with ASD at 2 years of age compared to siblings who 

received no diagnosis at 2 years and a control group of low-risk infants with no first- or second-

degree relatives with ASD. The researchers used the Autism Observation Scale for Infants 

(AOSI: Bryson, et al., cited in Zwaigenbaum et al.), in which early behavioral manifestations of 

ASD, including early social-communicative behaviors, were rated on a 0 to 3 point scale. The 

findings showed that 12-month-old infants later diagnosed with ASD could be distinguished 

from siblings without ASD and low-risk infants by several behavioral features such as atypical 

eye contact, orienting to name, social smiling and expression of positive affect, and coordination 

of eye gaze and action. Findings from this study confirm those obtained from analysis of home 

videotapes and parent report, indicating that impairments in social communication are evident in 

children with ASD by 12 months of age. Continued research with a comparison group of 

children matched for developmental level will aid in determining the specific social 

communication deficits specific to ASD.  

This review of the literature on children with ASD in the second year of life reveals that 

continued research is needed to examine the communicative acts of young children with ASD, 

including differences in communicative rate, functions, and means. To date, one study has 
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examined rate of communication in children younger than 24 months (Wetherby et al., in press). 

In addition, study of the range of communicative functions has been very limited. Studies 

involving children under 2 years of age have investigated isolated behaviors used in 

communicative acts, such as gestures, vocalizations, and eye gaze, providing some insight into 

impairments in these areas. This research has indicated that impairments in gestural 

communicative means are evident in very young children with ASD. However, findings are 

somewhat mixed regarding the specific gestures that may distinguish children with ASD from 

children with DD at this young age. Also, this research has been limited in the scope of gestures 

examined. Research investigating the communicative vocalizations of children with ASD under 

2 years of age is sparse but does suggest possible impairments in these very young children. 

Impairments in eye gaze have been found to differentiate very young children with ASD; 

however, research is needed to investigate eye gaze as a means of communication within the 

communicative acts of children with ASD in the second year of life. Although research has 

indicated that impairments in communicative means are evident in very young children with 

ASD, little research has been done to examine how these means may vary in relation to 

communicative function. Combined findings highlight the need to investigate communicative 

acts of children with ASD in the second year of life.  

Summary and Rationale for this Study 

Substantial research has been conducted to examine the communicative acts of 

preschool-age children with ASD. This research provides extensive evidence on impairments in 

social communication and useful information on how children with ASD at preschool age 

communicate. Preliminary research examining the social communication skills of children with 

ASD under 2 years of age is emerging from several sources and suggests that prelinguistic 

communicative behaviors may be important indicators of ASD in the second year and distinguish 

children with ASD from both TD children and children with DD. However, the methodologies 

implemented in these studies have been limited. Most studies have been based on very small 

sample sizes and few have utilized systematic observation. Investigations that have employed 

direct observation have relied on restricted rating scales, reducing the precision of measurement 

of the behaviors under investigation. Furthermore, many of these studies are limited by 

inadequate definitions of the behaviors investigated, making it difficult to interpret the findings, 

particularly in relation to other investigations. 
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Although a great deal has been learned over the past two decades about the social 

communication impairments in young children with ASD, little research has been conducted to 

investigate the communicative profiles of children with ASD younger than 2 years of age. 

Researchers have investigated impairments in isolated behaviors such as gestures, vocalizations, 

and eye gaze; however, the communicative acts and corresponding functions and means of 

children with ASD in the second year of life have not been examined in detail. Thus, research is 

needed to examine the communicative acts, including differences in the communicative rate, 

functions, and means of children with ASD in the second year of life. Also, research is needed to 

examine the coordination of communication means and how possible impairments in 

coordination vary in relation to communicative function. Research with larger sample sizes and 

more precise age ranges will aid in understanding the ontogeny of communication in children 

with ASD. Such research will provide important information on the core communication deficits 

of ASD and will offer insight into how young children with ASD are similar and different in 

their communication compared to children with DD and TD. Research using direct observation 

with more precise measures to quantify the social communication skills of children with ASD in 

the second half of the second year of life will provide information on aspects that may 

differentiate children with ASD from children with DD. This research will help to inform early 

identification and intervention efforts.  

Statement of Purpose and Research Questions 

Impairments in social interaction and communication skills are core features of ASD 

(APA, 2000). Parents of children with ASD often recognize differences in early social 

communication skills in their young children during the second year of life. Although major 

advances have been made in understanding these social and communication impairments, 

research using systematic observation and precise measurement is needed to examine the 

communicative acts of children with ASD younger than 2 years of age. Furthermore, research 

with a larger sample of children within a narrow age range will improve understanding of the 

communication profiles of young children with ASD. Such information is critical in improving 

early identification and may aid in efforts to provide effective interventions.  

The purpose of this study was to compare differences in the communicative acts of 

children between 18 and 24 months of age later diagnosed with ASD, matched with a group of 
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children with DD and TD. The following research questions were examined for differences 

among children with ASD, DD, and TD between 18 and 24 months of age:  

1. Are there group differences in the rate (number per minute) of total communicative 

acts?  

2. Are there group differences in the rate and proportion of acts for behavior regulation, 

social interaction, and joint attention? Do the groups differ in their pattern across the three 

communicative functions?  

3. Are there group differences in the rate and proportion of total communicative acts 

directed with a vocalization? 

4. Are there group differences in the rate and proportion of communicative acts directed 

with a vocalization for behavior regulation, social interaction, and joint attention? Do the groups 

differ in their pattern of acts with vocalizations across the three communicative functions?  

5. Are there group differences in the rate and proportion of total communicative acts 

directed with eye gaze? 

6. Are there group differences in the rate and proportion of communicative acts directed 

with eye gaze for behavior regulation, social interaction, and joint attention? Do the groups differ 

in their pattern of acts with gaze across the three communicative functions?  

7. Are there group differences in the rate and proportion of total communicative acts 

coordinated with a vocalization, eye gaze, and gesture? 

8. Are there group differences in the rate and proportion of communicative acts 

coordinated with a vocalization, eye gaze, and gesture for behavior regulation, social interaction, 

and joint attention? Do the groups differ in their pattern of acts coordinated with eye gaze, 

gesture, and vocalization across the three communicative functions?  

9. Are there group differences in the rate (number per minute) of total communicative 

gestures?  

10. Are there group differences in the rate and proportion of deictic, representational, and 

contact without object communicative gestures? Do the groups differ in their pattern across the 

three gesture categories? 
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METHOD 

 

Participants 

Three groups of children participated in this study: one with ASD (n = 50), one with DD 

in which ASD had been ruled out (n = 23), and one with TD (n = 50). These 123 participants 

have been reported on by Wetherby et al. (in press) and Watt (2006). As described by these 

researchers, the children were recruited through the FIRST WORDS
®

 Project, an ongoing 

prospective, longitudinal study that conducts screening on a general population sample of 

children using the Communication and Symbolic Behavior Scales Developmental Profile (CSBS 

DP; Wetherby & Prizant, 2002) as a measure of prelinguistic communication to identify children 

under 24 months of age at risk for developmental delays. The CSBS DP consists of two 

measures: the Infant-Toddler Checklist and the Behavior Sample. The Infant-Toddler Checklist 

is a screening measure that can be quickly completed by a parent or caregiver. The Behavior 

Sample is a face-to-face evaluation of the child interacting with a parent and a clinician during a 

sequence of communication and play sampling opportunities. All children in this study had a 

CSBS DP Infant-Toddler checklist completed when the child was younger than 24 months of 

age, a Behavior Sample when the child was over 18 months of age, and a follow-up 

developmental assessment when the child was over 24 months of age. Additional selection 

criteria for each of the three groups are described below. 

ASD group. Children in the ASD group were selected based on the following criteria: (a) 

showed a communication delay during the second year of life based on performance in the 

bottom 10
th

 percentile on the Social or Symbolic Composites of the CSBS DP Behavior Sample; 

and (b) were diagnosed with ASD based on information gathered during a follow-up diagnostic 

evaluation. This evaluation was conducted by a multidisciplinary team consisting of a licensed 

speech-language pathologist and psychologist. The team made a best estimate diagnosis of 

Autistic Disorder or Pervasive Developmental Disorder-Not Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS) as 

defined by the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria (APA, 2000). Diagnostic information was gathered 

from a developmental history generally obtained through parent report, the Mullen Scales of 

Early Learning (MSEL; Mullen, 1995), the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales, Interview 

Edition, Survey Form (VABS; Sparrow, Balla, & Cicchetti, 1984), the Autism Diagnostic 

Observation Schedule (ADOS; Lord, Rutter, DiLavore, & Risi, 1999), and the Social 
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Communication Questionnaire, Lifetime Version (SCQ; Rutter, Bailey, Berument, Lord, & 

Pickles, 2001). The MSEL provided a measure of nonverbal and verbal developmental level. The 

VABS, which yields a standard score in four domains—Communication, Daily Living, Social, 

and Motor, and an Adaptive Behavior Composite, provided an index of adaptive behavior / 

developmental maturity. The ADOS is a semi-structured, standardized assessment of social 

interaction, communication, play, and stereotyped behavior and restricted interests. The SCQ is a 

40-item parent report tool for diagnostic screening of ASD appropriate for young children 

(Corsello, Cook, & Leventhal, 2003). The term best estimate diagnosis is used because the team 

was allowed to determine how to put the gathered information together to make a diagnosis. 

Children in the ASD group received a diagnosis of Autistic Disorder or PDD-NOS and their 

Social Interaction and Communication Total ADOS score fell at or above the cut-off for autism 

spectrum. The ADOS could not be completed for two children because they lived at a distance 

and families could not return for a follow-up evaluation. Both children received a diagnosis of 

ASD at 30 months of age or older by a pediatric neurologist, and therefore, were included in the 

ASD group. 

DD group. Participants in the DD group were selected based on the following criteria: (a) 

showed a communication delay during the second year of life based on performance in the 

bottom 10
th

 percentile on the Social or Symbolic Composites of the CSBS DP Behavior Sample; 

(b) scored more than one standard deviation below the mean on at least one of the four scales of 

the MSEL, and (b) had a diagnosis of ASD ruled out, as described in the follow-up evaluation 

procedure described for the ASD group. One child in the DD group received an ADOS score 

above the ASD cut-off. However, the diagnostic team felt his ADOS score was heightened due 

to the severity of his developmental delay. Thus, this child was assigned to the DD group.  

The DD group was matched group-wise to the ASD group on: (a) chronological age at 

the time of the Behavior Sample, (b) developmental level in the second year of life based on the 

Symbolic Composite of CSBS DP, a measure of developmental functioning that is not dependent 

on expressive language, and (c) nonverbal developmental quotient (DQ) from the MSEL. The 

DD group included children with a wide range of functioning, including children with global 

developmental delays and specific language or speech delays in order to match the wide 

variation in cognitive functioning in the ASD group.  
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TD group. Participants in the TD group were drawn from a pool of children displaying 

performance above the 25
th

 percentile on the Social and Symbolic Composites of the CSBS DP 

Behavior Sample during the second year of life and were within normal limits on the MSEL. 

Additionally, none of the TD children were suspected of having ASD by the clinician during the 

evaluation or by the parent as measured by the SCQ. The SCQ yields a total score with 0 

indicating no risk for ASD and 15 or higher indicating risk for ASD. The SCQ was mailed to the 

children’s families and was returned by 26 families, indicating a 52% response rate. These 

children received an average score of 6.1, with a range of 0 to 12. All children had scores below 

the cutoff for ASD. In addition, none of the children were suspected of ASD during their follow-

up evaluations. Children in the TD group were matched individually to the ASD group on gender 

and chronological age at the time of the Behavior Sample.   

Participant demographics are presented in Table 1. The groups were not significantly 

different on mother’s and father’s education or mother’s age at time of child’s birth, indicating 

that the groups were comparable on socioeconomic status. The ASD group had slightly more 

Hispanic children and Asian children than the TD group, and the DD group had slightly more 

African American children than both other groups.  

 

 

Table 1

Pairwise group differences

DD-ASD TD-ASD

Demographic M SD M SD M SD p  value p  value

Parent's education in years completed

Mother 15.48 2.08 15.36 2.42 15.15 2.29 0.996 0.841

Father 15.73 2.52 15.40 2.42 15.44 2.69 0.938 0.923

Mother 31.19 4.93 32.15 6.32 31.60 5.83 0.892 0.973

Father 32.99 6.82 35.72 5.66 34.18 6.45 0.232 0.766

Males (%)

First born (%)

Ethnicity (%)

Caucasian

African American

Hispanic

Asian

10.0  8.7  2.0

 4.0  4.3  0.0

70.0 65.2 86.0

16.0 21.7 12.0

39.5 39.1 37.5

86.0 82.6 86.0

Parent's age at child's birth in years 

Summary of Participant Demographics

ASD (n =50) DD (n =23) TD (n =50)
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A summary of participant developmental characteristics obtained from the Behavior 

Sample in the second year and the MSEL and VABS during the follow-up evaluation is 

presented in Table 2. The children ranged in age from 18.24 to 26.86 months at the time of the 

Behavior Sample, with no significant group differences in age across the three groups. The ASD 

and DD groups were well-matched on developmental level in the second year, based on the 

Symbolic Composite of the CSBS DP. The ASD group was significantly different than the TD 

group on all three CSBS DP composites as well as the total score.  

 

 

Table 2

Pairwise group differences

DD-ASD TD-ASD

Characteristic M SD M SD M SD F  value p  value p  value

Age in months  21.36a   1.90   20.71a   1.58    21.14a   1.72 .342 .896

Social composite    4.96a   2.37     7.83b   3.33    11.34c   2.39 88.82*** .002 .000

Speech composite     5.84a   2.63     7.30a   2.75    10.38b   2.48 40.08*** .109 .000

Symbolic composite     5.84a   3.07      6.48a   2.39    11.30b   2.58 55.74*** .707 .000

Total   73.86a 12.63    81.78a 12.05  103.50b 11.43 79.39*** .040 .000

Mullen scales of early learning
e

Age in months    37.74a   9.61    36.37a   6.01    35.98a   5.11    0.64 .843 .593

Nonverbal DQ    76.73a 25.19    86.16a 21.41  115.25b 16.90  45.51*** .282 .000

Verbal DQ    67.38a 31.12    79.43a 21.84  109.88b 16.78  43.83*** .177 .000

Age in months    42.13a 13.41    44.58a 10.93    0.66 .422

Communication    74.60a 17.50    81.30a 16.52    2.41 .128

Daily living    72.84a 13.28    81.48a 20.28    3.42 .074

Social    74.16a 16.20    85.70a 17.97    6.70* .013

Motor    78.56a 14.09    76.43a 24.36    0.15 .702

Adaptive Behavior    70.27a 13.67    78.04a 19.95    2.82 .103

Note: Means in the same row with different subscripts differ significantly at p<.05. Degrees of freedom

Welch corrected when necessary for violation of homogeneity of variance assessed by Levene's test.
d
 Standard scores based on M  of 10 and SD  of 3 for composite scores and M  of 100 and SD  of 15 

for the total score. 
e
 Developmental quotient (DQ) based on age equivalent divided by chronological 

age multiplied by 100. 
f
 Standard scores based on M  of 100 and SD  of 15.

*p <.05   **p <.01  ***p <.001

TD (n =50)

CSBS DP behavior sample
d

Vineland adaptive behavior scales
f

Summary of Developmental Characteristics

ASD (n =50) DD (n =23)
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The three groups were well-matched on age at the time of the follow-up evaluation. 

Because several children in this study achieved the lowest possible standard score on the MSEL, 

a developmental quotient (DQ) based on age equivalent divided by chronological age multiplied 

by 100, was used to more fully characterize individual variation. Nonverbal DQ was calculated 

from the average of the Fine Motor and Visual Reception scales, and verbal DQ from the 

average of the Receptive and Expressive Language scales. The MSEL scores in Table 2 indicate 

a wide range of functioning in the ASD and DD groups. There were no significant differences 

between the ASD and DD groups on nonverbal or verbal DQ, although the p-values for these 

differences did not meet the criterion of >.50 for optimal matching. As expected, however, the 

ASD group was significantly different from the TD group on verbal and nonverbal DQ. Forty-

four percent of the ASD group had a nonverbal DQ above 80, indicating a relatively higher level 

of functioning, and 38% had a verbal DQ above 80. The DD group was comprised of 39% who 

had a nonverbal DQ below 70, 26% with specific language delay, and 35% with speech and/or 

fine motor delay. On the VABS, the ASD group was significantly different from the DD group 

on the social domain, with small nonsignificant differences on the communication and daily 

living domains. The groups were matched on the motor domain. The mean age at assessment of 

the ADOS was 44.18 months (SD=14.09) for the ASD group (n=47) and 44.76 months 

(SD=10.11) for the DD group (n=22). At the time of the diagnostic evaluation, 40 children in the 

ASD group (80%) and 21 children in the DD group (91%) used at least five words regularly with 

communicative intent; 25 children in the ASD group (50%) and 17 in the DD group (74%) used 

flexible word combinations. Twenty-seven children in the ASD group (54%) received a best 

estimate diagnosis of autistic disorder and 23 (46%) received a diagnosis of PDD-NOS. 

Setting  

Evaluations were conducted at the FIRST WORDS Project. Prior to the evaluations, 

informed consent was obtained from the parent. The CSBS DP Behavior Samples were 

conducted in a small clinical room using standard sampling procedures (Wetherby & Prizant, 

2002). The evaluations lasted approximately 30 to 40 minutes. Follow-up developmental 

assessments also were administered in a small clinical room and lasted approximately one hour 

on two days. 
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Social Communication Measures in the Second Year 

CSBS DP Behavior Samples were collected for all participants between the ages of 18 

and 24 months. The sample began with a warm-up of approximately 10-15 minutes to allow the 

child to become familiar with the surroundings and clinician. During the sample a series of 

communicative temptations designed to entice or tempt the child to communicate spontaneously 

were presented, including a wind-up toy, bubbles, bag of toys, and a jar of cheerios. In addition, 

book sharing, comprehension probes, and opportunities for symbolic and constructive play were 

presented. The child’s caregiver was present during the evaluation and encouraged to participate 

actively and respond to the child naturally but not direct the child’s behavior. At the conclusion 

of the Behavior Sample, the caregiver was asked to complete a Caregiver Perception Rating 

form. The child’s behavior during the sample in areas such as alertness, comfort, level of interest 

and attention, overall level of communication, and play behavior were rated in terms of how 

typical they were. If the caregiver reported that the child’s behavior during the sample was less 

than typical, consideration was given to conducting another sample or observing the child in a 

different context. All samples were videotaped and archived for later analysis. The CSBS DP has 

been normed on a national sample and has been shown to have good internal consistency 

(Wetherby & Prizant, 2002), test-retest reliability over a 4-month interval (Wetherby, Allen, 

Cleary, Kublin, & Goldstein, 2002), as well as good predictive validity of receptive and 

expressive language outcomes at two and three years of age (Wetherby, Goldstein, Cleary, Allen, 

& Kublin, 2003). 

Recoding of behavior samples. The videotaped Behavior Samples were recoded using the 

Observer
® 

Video-Pro 5.0 software by Noldus Information Technology. This allowed for 

measuring the frequency, duration, as well as the co-occurrence of all behaviors. A detailed 

coding scheme was developed for this investigation. Development of this coding scheme 

involved experienced raters using the definitions to code communicative acts and associated 

behaviors (e.g., eye gaze) of children not included in the present investigation. Definitions were 

then revised and expanded to clarify ambiguities as needed. Coders blind to participant diagnoses 

and the purpose of the study were trained on the coding definitions. Children representative of 

those in this investigation, but not included in the data analyses, were used to train the coders on 

the various coding parameters. Prior to coding data to be analyzed, coders were trained to the 

criterion level of kappa > .6. 
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The CSBS DP Behavior Samples were recoded on the following parameters (see 

Appendix for detailed coding definitions). The Communication and Symbolic Behavior Scales 

(Wetherby & Prizant, 2002) served as the basis for the coding definitions for communicative acts 

and functions.  

Communicative acts. A communicative act is an interactive behavior that consists of a 

gesture, vocalization, or verbalization that is directed toward another person and that serves a 

communicative function. Communicative acts were coded during all activities with the exception 

of the comprehension probes and constructive play. The onset and offset were coded for each 

communicative act to allow for other behaviors (e.g., eye gaze) to be coded and analyzed within 

communicative acts.  

Communicative functions. Once a communicative act was identified, the function or 

purpose of the act was coded using three major categories (Bruner, 1981; Wetherby & Prizant, 

2002).  

1. Behavior regulation: acts used to regulate the behavior of another person to obtain a 

specific result. The child's goal was to get another person to do something (i.e., request) or stop 

doing something (i.e., protest). 

2. Social interaction: acts used to attract or maintain another's attention to oneself. The 

child's goal was to get another person to look at or notice him or her. 

3. Joint attention: acts used to direct another's attention to an object, event, or topic. The 

child's goal was to get another person to look at or notice something. This involved commenting 

on an object/action or requesting information. 

Judgments about communicative function were inferred from the context based on the 

child’s communicative goal or purpose (Wetherby & Prizant, 2002). If it was clear that the child 

was communicating for one of the three communicative functions described above, but there was 

insufficient information to determine which function category was most appropriate, the 

communicative acts were coded as unclear. Thus, unclear acts were coded only when it could not 

be determined whether the child’s goals was to get the adult to do something/stop doing 

something, to attend to him/her, or to attend to an object, event, or topic.  

Communicative vocalizations. For each communicative act, it was determined whether 

the child produced a vocalization during the act. Transcribable vocalizations, those that contain a 

recognizable vowel sound, as well as nontranscribable vocalizations, such as a laugh, cry, 
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raspberry, or squeal were counted as vocalizations. Verbalizations (e.g., single and multi-word 

spoken utterances) also were counted as vocalizations (Wetherby & Prizant, 2002). 

Eye gaze. Eye gaze was coded independent of communicative acts and was coded 

throughout the Behavior Sample. Coders determined where the child was directing his/her gaze 

based on the following categories:  (a) a person’s face, (b) body, or (c) hand, (d) an object, (e) an 

object in a person’s hand, and (f) other. Eye gaze alone was not considered a communicative act 

but could be used to direct an act if the child looked at the person’s face immediately before, 

during, or after the act (Wetherby & Prizant, 2002). Gaze to a person’s face was coded any time 

the child was looking toward another’s face (i.e., from the chin upward), including the caregiver, 

clinician, or another visible person. 

Communicative gestures. A communicative gesture is a nonvocal action directed to 

another person that serves a communicative function. Gestures were coded within the following 

three categories.  

1. Deictic: gestures used to establish reference to indicate or call attention to an object or 

event (Iverson & Thal, 1998). The following deictic gestures were coded: give, push/pull away, 

reach, show, tap, point, indicative, throw/drop/hit, moving object toward adult, and using 

another’s hand as a tool. 

2. Representational: gestures used to establish reference and carry some fixed semantic 

content (Iverson & Thal, 1998). Representational gestures included: head shake, wave, clap, 

head nod, and depictive gesture or sign. 

3. Contact without objects: gestures used to direct communication but do not involve 

objects or carry fixed semantic contact. This category included reaching to or touching an adult 

and self injury, which do not qualify as deictic or representational gestures.  

Interrater Reliability 

Interrater reliability for communicative acts and associated measures was calculated 

using Cohen’s kappa coefficients, percent agreement, and generalizability (g) or intraclass 

correlation coefficients for approximately 25% of the data and is presented in Table 3. Cohen’s 

kappa has values ranging from 0 to 1, with values between .40 and .60 indicating fair agreement, 

.60 to .75 indicating good agreement, and values over .75 indicating excellent agreement (Fleiss, 

1981). Kappa coefficients and percent agreement were calculated for the sample as a whole 

(n=30) as well as for each group to determine if reliability varied in relation to diagnostic 
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category. The g coefficient is a measure of the source and magnitude of variance accounted for 

by the subjects and the raters. A g coefficient approaches 1 as the variance accounted for by the 

subjects is large in comparison with the variance accounted for by raters (Bakeman & Gottman, 

1997). G coefficients of .6 or greater are considered acceptable for demonstrating inter-rater 

reliability (Mitchell, 1979). Prior to coding data for this study, coders were trained to the 

criterion level of at least .6 calculated using kappa coefficients. After the training period, 30 

reliability samples were randomly selected from all three groups of participants in this 

investigation. The reliability samples were coded in an ongoing manner throughout the data  

coding portion of the study to detect coder drift and inaccuracies in order to conduct ongoing 

training as necessary.   

Communicative acts. For communicative acts, the confusion matrix included agreement 

not only on the communicative function, but also the onset and offset of each act. Thus, 

reliability could be calculated for agreement on the state of communicative acts. As shown in 

Table 3, the pooled kappa’s indicate excellent agreement. In addition, all percent agreement 

calculations were above 80%.  

Communicative function. For communicative function, interrater reliability was 

calculated on total communicative acts, as well as acts for each of the individual functions of 

behavior regulation, social interaction, joint attention, and unclear. The reliability measures for 

communicative function for total acts indicate excellent agreement overall and across the three 

diagnostic groups, with kappa’s ranging from .82 for the ASD group to .87 for the TD group. 

Percent agreement and g coefficients were calculated to assess reliability for each of the 

individual communicative functions. These measures indicate good agreement for behavior 

regulation and joint attention, and slightly lower agreement for social interaction. Percent 

agreement for unclear acts indicates low percent agreement. However, there were very few 

unclear acts coded. That, in combination with the .70 g coefficient suggests that agreement was 

adequate.  

Communicative vocalizations. When a communicative act was coded, the coder decided 

whether the act contained a vocalization. Thus, interrater reliability was calculated to determine 

agreement on vocalizations within communicative acts. Kappa’s ranged from .83 for the ASD 

group to .88 for the DD group, percent agreements were above 90%, and the g coefficient was 

.94. All measures of reliability for this variable indicate excellent agreement.  
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Table 3 

Reliability Kappa's, Percent Agreement, and Generalizability (g) Coefficients

(g )

All ASD DD TD All ASD DD TD All 

Measure (n=30) (n=14) (n=7) (n=9) (n=30) (n=14) (n=7) (n=9) (n=30)

     Total Acts 0.78 0.77 0.81 0.77   88.70 88.08   90.21   88.49

     Total Number of Acts 0.86 0.86 0.82 0.87   91.40 92.04   88.14   88.14 .91

     Behavior Regulation   87.98 89.27   81.40   89.71 .85

     Social Interaction   74.80 71.43   81.58   72.41 .94

     Joint Attention   88.28 91.18   83.61   89.09 .96

     Unclear   32.25 40.00   30.77   25.00 .70

Communicative Acts with Vocalization

     Total Acts 0.85 0.83 0.88 0.85   94.07   92.09   94.89   95.67 .94

Eye Gaze 0.70 0.70 0.67 0.72 76.78   76.60   74.38   78.67

     Gaze to Face   64.29   63.29   55.57   69.87 .97

Gestures

     Total Gestures   84.96   83.55   85.25   86.40 .95

     Total Gestures (Modifiers Combined)

0.56 0.56 0.63 0.50   79.46   77.98   83.61   78.85

     Total Gestures (Modifiers Separated)

0.72 0.70 0.77 0.71   76.54   74.80   80.33   76.44

Deictic Gestures   97.05   96.30   94.93   97.75 .98

     Give   98.28 100.00   94.83   98.84

     Push/Pull Away   94.92   94.29 100.00   92.86

     Reach 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

     Show   93.49   84.21   90.48   88.89

     Tap 100.00 100.00

     Point   96.15   95.56   93.33   98.18

     Palm Indicative 100.00 100.00

     Throw/Drop/Hit Obj 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

     Move Object To Adult   94.44   75.00 100.00 100.00

     Hand as Tool 100.00 100.00 100.00

Representational Gestures 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 .97

     Head Shake 100.00 100.00 100.00

     Wave 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

     Clap 100.00 100.00  100.00

     Head Nod 100.00  100.00

     Depictive/Sign 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 .98

     Reach/Touch Adult 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

     Self-injury

Contact without Object Gestures

State of Communicative Act 

Kappa % Agreement

Communicative Function
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Eye gaze. For eye gaze, a pooled kappa of .70 was obtained for total eye gaze, indicating 

good agreement overall. The pooled kappa values for each group ranged from .67 to .72, 

indicating good agreement for all three groups of children. Percent agreement was calculated for 

eye gaze to face and ranged from 56% in the DD group to 70% in the TD group. The g 

coefficient for eye gaze to face was .97.  

Communicative gestures. Interrater reliability for gestures was calculated on several 

levels. To determine agreement between raters on total gestures, percent agreement was 

calculated from a 2 x 2 confusion matrix that included gesture and no gesture.  As shown in 

Table 3, percent agreement was above 80% for the whole sample and for all three groups of 

children, and the g coefficient was .95, indicating excellent agreement on identifying the 

presence of a gesture. Prior to examining agreement at the individual gesture level, agreement 

was calculated on overall gesture type, with deictic, representational, and contact without object 

gestures combined. Reliability at this level was calculated both with the individual gestures or 

modifiers combined and with the modifiers separated. Agreement was slightly lower when the 

modifiers were combined. However, when agreement on all individual types of gestures within a 

category were considered, the pooled kappa as well as kappa’s for the individual groups 

indicated acceptable agreement. The percent agreement and g coefficients calculated individually 

for deictic, representational, and contact without object gestures indicate that the coders 

exhibited high interrater reliability within these gesture categories. Finally, agreement at the 

individual gesture level was examined. When both coders coded a gesture, they showed high 

agreement on the specific type of gesture. Some individual gestures were never observed in the 

reliability samples for some groups of children (e.g., tap in the DD and TD groups, head shake in 

the ASD group).  
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RESULTS 

 

Calculation of Measures  

Two measures were derived for analysis in this investigation: rate and proportion of 

communicative acts and gestures. Communicative acts and gestures were coded throughout all 

activities of the Behavior Sample with the exception of the comprehension probes and 

constructive play (i.e. stacking blocks). The mean length of the sample, excluding these two 

activities, was 18 minutes and 13 seconds (SD=04:17) for the ASD group, 17 minutes and 39 

seconds (SD=02:43) for the DD group, and 18 minutes and 39 seconds (SD=03:02) for the TD 

group, which was not significantly different, F = 0.61, p= .544.  

Prior to deriving rate and proportion measures for all variables, unclear communicative 

acts, which were acts used for a communicative purpose but with insufficient information to 

determine which function category, were examined. The total number of unclear acts was 25 

(2.2%) for the ASD group, 17 (2.3%) for the DD group, and 41 (1.8%) for the TD group, which 

was not significantly different, F = 0.85, p= .429. Given the small percentage of unclear acts and 

the nonsignificant difference across groups, unclear acts were not used in calculating the rate and 

proportion measures for the variables. Thus, the total number of communicative acts reflects the 

number of acts in which a communicative function could be determined. Rate of acts was 

calculated as the number of communicative acts per minute. Proportion of communicative acts 

was the number of communicative acts for each function (i.e., behavior regulation, social 

interaction, joint attention) divided by the total communicative acts in which a communicative 

function could be determined.  

In addition to examining total communicative acts, three categories of acts were 

examined for each communicative function: acts directed with a vocalization, acts directed with 

eye gaze, and acts coordinated with vocalization, eye gaze, and gesture. It should be noted that 

these types of acts were not mutually exclusive. For example, some acts directed with eye gaze 

may have been captured in acts with a vocalization, and acts coordinated with vocalization, eye, 

and gesture were captured in acts directed with a vocalization. The proportion measures for these 

variables were computed using the number of communicative acts directed with each of these 

communicative means divided by the number of total communicative acts for each 

communicative function. For example, the proportion of behavior regulation acts directed with a 
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vocalization was calculated using the number of behavior regulation acts with a vocalization 

divided by the total number of behavior regulation acts. It should be noted that these proportion 

measures could not be calculated for children who had no communicative acts coded for a 

particular communicative function. Therefore, the number of children in each group that 

communicated for each function was examined. As shown in Figure 1, all children in all three 

groups were observed to communicate at least once for behavior regulation. For social 

interaction, 39 children with ASD (78%), 20 children with DD (87%), and 47 children with TD 

(94%) communicated for this function. Thirty-six children with ASD (72%) communicated for 

joint attention at least once during the sample, with 20 children with DD (87%) and all 50 

children with TD communicating for this function. Because some children did not communicate 

for social interaction and joint attention, it is important to note that the sample size was smaller 

for the analyses examining group differences in proportion of acts for these two communicative 

functions.  
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Figure 1. Percentage of children in each group communicating for behavior regulation, social 

interaction, and joint attention.  
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A chi-square test was conducted to assess whether the number of children in the ASD 

group communicating for social interaction and joint attention was significantly different from 

the number of children in the DD and TD groups communicating for these two functions. For 

social interaction acts, the results revealed a significant difference between the ASD and TD 

groups, χ2
(1, N=100) = 5.32, p<.021, but not between the ASD and DD groups, χ2

(1, N=73)=.82, 

p<.367. The results for joint attention acts were similar and revealed a significant difference 

between the ASD and TD groups, χ2
(1, N=100) = 16.28, p<.001, but no significant difference 

between the ASD and DD groups, χ2
(1, N=73) = 1.973, p<.160. 

In addition to calculating rate and proportion measures for communicative acts, these 

measures also were calculated for gestures. As with communicative acts, rate of total gestures, as 

well as deictic, representational, and contact without object gestures was the number of times the 

gesture was observed per minute. The proportion of deictic, representational, and contact without 

object gestures was the number of acts with gestures in each of these categories divided by the 

total number of acts with gestures.  

Preliminary Data Analyses 

Communicative acts. The distribution of the data for the three groups of children was 

examined for all variables to identify possible outliers and to assess skewness and kurtosis. 

Examination of the data indicated that nearly all measures had one or more univariate outliers in 

at least one group, with the exception of the following proportion measures: behavior regulation 

acts, behavior regulation and social interaction acts with a vocalization, and behavior regulation 

and joint attention acts with eye gaze. For the majority of the behaviors, the outliers were 

generally above the mean except for the following, which fell below the mean: the outlier in the 

TD group on proportion of total acts with a vocalization, outliers from all three groups on 

proportion of joint attention acts with a vocalization, and outliers in the DD group on proportion 

of total acts and social interaction acts with eye gaze. All outliers were examined to determine 

whether they genuinely represented the distribution and were found to be accurate data points 

and reflect the great amount of heterogeneity in early social communication skills. Therefore, all 

outliers were considered legitimate and were not excluded or changed.  

The distributional characteristics of the data were examined for skewness and kurtosis 

using histograms and boxplots for each variable. The distributions of most variables appeared 

reasonably normally distributed for all groups. However, given the potential impact of the 
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distributions on the results of this study, variables with skewness values greater than 2 or less 

than -2 and kurtosis values greater than 3 or approaching 0 are reported below.  

For the ASD group, the following rate measures were found to be positively skewed, with 

scores clustered at the low values: joint attention acts; total and joint attention acts with 

vocalization; total, behavior regulation, and joint attention acts with gaze; and total, social 

interaction, and joint attention coordinated acts. These rate measures, along with the proportion 

of total acts directed with eye gaze, also showed considerable leptokurtic distributions with fewer 

scores in the tails of the distribution. Two proportion measures appeared quite flat or platykurtic 

in the ASD group, with many scores in the tails of the distribution: social interaction acts with a 

vocalization and joint attention acts with gaze.  

The distributions were relatively symmetrical for the DD group. Rate and proportion of 

social interaction acts were positively skewed. The DD group showed leptokurtic distributions 

on the following variables: rate and proportion of social interaction acts, rate of total joint 

attention acts and acts with vocalizations, and rate of social interaction acts with eye gaze. Rate 

of behavior regulation acts with a vocalization and proportion of behavior regulation acts with 

gaze appeared platykurtic. 

For the TD group, the proportion of joint attention acts with vocalizations was negatively 

skewed, with scores clustered at the higher end of the distribution. The TD group showed 

leptokurtic distributions on the following rate variables: joint attention acts, social interaction 

acts with a vocalization, social interaction and joint attention acts with eye gaze, and social 

interaction coordinated acts. Proportion of joint attention acts with a vocalization appeared 

leptokurtic, and proportion of behavior regulation acts with eye gaze appeared platykurtic. The 

distributions on all other variables appeared to be approximately normally distributed. 

Communicative gestures. Preliminary analyses also were completed for all gesture 

variables to identify any problematic observations or violations of assumptions. All gesture 

measures had one or more univariate outliers in at least one group. As with communicative acts, 

the outliers were generally above the mean except for the outlier on proportion of deictic 

gestures in the DD group. The distributions for deictic gestures appeared approximately normally 

distributed for all three groups. Rate of representational gestures was positively skewed in the 

ASD and DD groups, with scores clustered at the low values. The distributions of rate and 

proportion of representational gestures appeared leptokurtic for all three groups of children, and 
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rate of contact gestures was somewhat platykurtic in the DD group. Rate and proportion of 

contact without object gestures appeared positively skewed and leptokurtic in the TD group.  

Group Differences on Communicative Acts 

A series of one-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) were used to examine group 

differences on frequency, rate, and proportion of total communicative acts, acts with a 

vocalization, acts with eye gaze, and acts coordinated with vocalization, eye gaze, and gesture. 

Levene’s test of homogeneity of variance was used to test for lack of homogeneity of variance 

due to unequal samples sizes and the Welch correction was used in cases where Levene’s test 

was significant. Significant effects were followed-up with pair-wise comparisons to evaluate 

differences among the three groups using the Dunnett T3. Cohen’s d was used as a measure of 

effect size. Values of .2, .5, and .8, regardless of sign, are by convention interpreted as small, 

medium, and large effect sizes, respectively (Cohen, 1988). The frequency and rate of total 

communicative acts differed across groups, making it possible for differences on rate alone to 

account for subsequent group differences. Therefore, proportion measures also were derived and 

will be reported. 

Total communicative acts. The mean scores on frequency and rate of total communicative 

acts are presented in Table 4. Significant group differences were found for frequency and rate of 

total acts. The ASD group communicated at a rate of 1.25 acts per minute (SD=.82), which was 

significantly lower than the DD group at 1.86 acts per minute (SD=.86) and the TD group at 2.44 

(SD=.74). A large effect size was observed for the ASD-TD comparison and a medium effect 

size for ASD-DD.  

Communicative functions for total communicative acts. In relation to communicative 

functions, the ASD group communicated at a significantly lower rate for behavior regulation 

than children in the TD group, and a significantly lower rate for joint attention than the DD and 

TD groups, with large effect sizes observed on acts for joint attention. The three groups were 

similar on rate of communicating for social interaction. Children with ASD used a significantly 

greater proportion of acts for behavior regulation compared to the TD group, with a large effect 

size observed. A nonsignificant trend with a medium effect size was observed between the ASD 

and DD groups on proportion of acts for behavior regulation. As shown in Table 4, 65.34% of 

the total communicative acts of the ASD group were for behavior regulation, compared to  
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Table 4 

Measure M SD  M SD  M SD  F  value p value Effect size
d

p value Effect size
d

Frequency of Acts

     Total Acts 22.42a   14.91 32.78b 14.37 45.22c 13.72  31.67*** .021 0.71 .000 1.59

     Behavior Regulation 13.46a    7.69 16.48a   7.33 21.84b 8.69  13.74*** .303 0.40 .000 1.02

     Social Interaction   4.34a    4.83  4.70a   5.73   5.40a 4.60    0.59 .991 0.07 .598 0.22

     Joint Attention   4.62a    8.08 11.61b   9.10 17.98c 11.86  22.49*** .009 0.81 .000 1.34

Rate of Acts

     Total Acts   1.25a    0.82  1.86b   0.86  2.44c  0.74  27.94*** .020 0.73 .000 1.53

     Behavior Regulation   0.76a    0.43  0.94ab   0.43  1.19b  0.49  11.43*** .248 0.42 .000 0.93

     Social Interaction   0.24a    0.26  0.27a   0.32  0.30a  0.27   0.50 .990 0.10 .657 0.23

     Joint Attention   0.26a    0.45  0.66b   0.54  0.96b  0.58 22.58*** .012 0.81 .000 1.36

     Behavior Regulation 65.34a  21.89 53.26ab 19.64 49.93b 18.25   7.83** .066 -0.58 .001 -0.77

     Social Interaction 19.97a  20.65 14.42ab 16.67 11.93b  9.72   3.10 .533 -0.30 .045 -0.53

     Joint Attention 14.69a  14.91 32.33b 19.13 38.14b 17.29 25.72*** .001 1.04 .000 1.46

Proportion is the number of acts for each function divided by total acts.

Degrees of freedom are Welch corrected when necessary for violation of homogeneity of variance as assessed by Levene's test.
d
 Effect size based on Cohen's d ≥ .20 is small, .50 is medium, and .80 is large

*p <.05   **p <.01  ***p <.001

Note:  Means in the same row with different subscripts differ significantly at p <.05. Rate reflects number of acts per minute. 

Group Differences in Frequency, Rate, and Proportion of Communicative Acts

Proportion of Acts (%)

Pairwise group differences

ASD (n =50) DD (n =23) TD (n =50) DD-ASD TD-ASD
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53.26% in the DD group and 49.93% for the TD group. In contrast to behavior regulation acts, 

children with ASD used a significantly lower proportion of acts for joint attention compared to 

children with DD and TD. Specifically, 14.69% of total communicative acts for the ASD group 

were for joint attention, compared to 32.33% for DD and 38.14% for the TD group. Large effect 

sizes were observed for both group contrasts.  

Communicative acts with a vocalization. The mean scores on frequency, rate, and 

proportion of communicative acts directed with a vocalization are presented in Table 5. Children 

with ASD demonstrated a significantly lower frequency and rate of communicative acts with a 

vocalization than children in the TD group, with large effect sizes observed on both measures. 

The ASD and DD groups were not significantly different on frequency (p=.196) or rate (p=.201) 

of total acts with a vocalization. The ASD group used a significantly lower proportion of total 

acts with vocalizations compared to the TD group, with 55.23% of the ASD group’s total acts 

directed with a vocalization compared to 74.94% for the TD group. 

 Analyses of communicative acts with a vocalization relative to communicative function 

revealed significant group differences on frequency and rate of acts for behavior and joint 

attention. Post hoc tests revealed that children in the ASD group communicated at a significantly 

lower rate than children in the TD group both on behavior regulation and joint attention, with 

large effect sizes observed. A nonsignificant difference with a medium effect size was observed 

between the ASD and DD groups on rate of joint attention acts with a vocalization. When 

communicating for behavior regulation, children with ASD used a vocalization in 49.3% of acts 

compared to 65.84% in the TD group, which was significantly different. No significant group 

differences were observed on the proportion of acts directed with a vocalization for social 

interaction or joint attention. 

Communicative acts with eye gaze. To examine group differences in communicative acts 

directed with eye gaze, the mean scores on frequency, rate, and proportion of acts were examined 

and are presented in Table 6. Significant group differences were found for frequency and rate of 

total acts directed with eye gaze. The mean rate of total communicative acts directed with eye 

gaze was .56 acts per minute (SD=.55) for the ASD group, 1.03 (SD=.62) for the DD group, and 

1.31 (SD=.63) for the TD group. Post hoc tests revealed that the ASD group was significantly 

lower than both the DD and TD groups on this measure, with large effect sizes observed. A 

nonsignificant trend (p=.050) with medium effect sizes was observed on the proportion of 
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Table 5 

Measure M SD  M SD  M SD  F  value p value Effect size
d

p value Effect size
d

Frequency of Acts with Vocalization

     Total Acts 14.40a  14.65 21.79a 16.29 34.80b 15.35  22.70*** .196 0.48 .000 1.36

     Behavior Regulation   7.76a    7.47  9.52a   7.78 15.22b   9.37   10.50*** .742 0.23 .000 0.89

     Social Interaction   2.50a    3.30  2.52a   2.54  3.20a   2.82    0.95 1.000 0.01 .521 0.23

     Joint Attention   4.14a    7.91  9.74b   9.19 16.32c  11.15  20.24*** .047 0.65 .000 1.28

     Total Acts   0.81a    0.82  1.24a   0.97   1.88b   0.81  20.26*** .201     0.48 .000 1.31

     Behavior Regulation   0.44a    0.42  0.54ab   0.45   0.83b   0.53    9.07*** .717     0.23 .000 0.82

     Social Interaction   0.14a    0.19  0.14a   0.15   0.19a   0.17    0.89 1.000     0.00 .566 0.28

     Joint Attention   0.23a    0.44  0.56ab   0.55   0.87b   0.53  20.20*** .051     0.67 .000 1.32

     Total Acts 55.23a  27.42 58.49ab 31.10 74.94b 19.42   9.51*** .962     0.11 .000 0.84

     Behavior Regulation 49.30a  31.14 51.83ab 33.02 65.84b 25.22   4.36* .985     0.08 .013 0.59

     Social Interaction 51.21a  36.96 63.07a 33.96 64.54a 31.73   1.77 .528     0.33 .220 0.39

     Joint Attention 83.22a  28.65 72.78a 32.28 87.76a 16.08   2.11 .546    -0.34 .774 0.20

Proportion is the total number of acts with a vocalization for each function divided by the total number of acts for that function.

Degrees of freedom are Welch corrected when necessary for violation of homogeneity of variance as assessed by Levene's test.
d
 Effect size based on Cohen's d ≥ .20 is small, .50 is medium, and .80 is large

*p <.05   **p <.01  ***p <.001

Note:  Means in the same row with different subscripts differ significantly at p <.05. Rate reflects number of acts per minute. 

Group Differences in Frequency, Rate, and Proportion of Communicative Acts Directed with a Vocalization

Rate of Acts with Vocalization

Pairwise group differences

ASD (n =50) DD (n =23) TD (n =50) DD-ASD TD-ASD

Proportion of Acts with Vocalization (%)
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Table 6 

Measure M SD  M SD  M SD  F  value p value Effect size
d

p value Effect size
d

Frequency of Acts with Gaze

     Total Acts 10.24a  10.16 18.09b 10.12 24.22b 12.08  20.35*** .011 0.78 .000 1.26

     Behavior Regulation   5.02a    4.77  8.30ab   5.48 10.80b   4.81  17.28*** .052 0.64 .000 1.21

     Social Interaction   2.72a    4.04  3.30a   3.69  3.38a   3.29    0.45 .903 0.15 .750 0.18

     Joint Attention   2.50a    4.38  6.48b   5.71 10.04b   8.71  16.50*** .016 0.79 .000 1.15

Rate of Acts with Gaze

     Total Acts   0.56a    0.55  1.03b   0.62  1.31b   0.63  19.82*** .009 0.80 .000 1.27

     Behavior Regulation   0.27a    0.25  0.47b   0.32  0.59b   0.28  16.52*** .037 0.70 .000 1.21

     Social Interaction   0.15a    0.21  0.19a   0.21  0.19a   0.19    0.52 .834 0.19 .737 0.20

     Joint Attention   0.14a    0.26  0.37b   0.34  0.53b   0.43  16.51*** .018 0.77 .000 1.13

Proportion of Acts with Gaze (%)

     Total Acts 41.54a  27.12 52.61a 15.64 52.17a 16.75    3.13 .091 0.51 .061 0.48

     Behavior Regulation 20.42a  24.20 28.86a 30.84 28.60a 30.35    1.38 .579 0.31 .362 0.30

     Social Interaction 55.86a  45.87 76.94a 27.23 61.87a 32.18    2.89 .090 0.58 .867 0.15

     Joint Attention 57.82a  39.32 54.32a 30.34 52.33a 21.82    0.29 .976 -0.10 .832 -0.18

Proportion is the number of acts with gaze for each function divided by the total number of acts for that function.

Degrees of freedom are Welch corrected when necessary for violation of homogeneity of variance as assessed by Levene's test.
d
 Effect size based on Cohen's d ≥ .20 is small, .50 is medium, and .80 is large

*p <.05   **p <.01  ***p <.001

Note:  Means in the same row with different subscripts differ significantly at p <.05. Rate reflects number of acts per minute. 

Group Differences in Frequency, Rate, and Proportion of Communicative Acts Directed with Eye Gaze

Pairwise group differences

ASD (n =50) DD (n =23) TD (n =50) DD-ASD TD-ASD
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total acts directed with eye gaze, with the ASD group directing a mean of 41.54% of total acts 

with eye gaze, compared to 52.61% in the DD group and 52.17% in the TD group.  

In relation to communicative functions, children with ASD demonstrated a significantly 

lower rate of acts with eye gaze for behavior regulation and joint attention compared to the DD 

and TD groups. The groups were similar on rate of acts with eye gaze for social interaction. 

There were no significant group differences on the proportion of behavior regulation, social 

interaction, or joint attention acts directed with eye gaze. However, as shown in Table 6, large 

variances were observed on the proportion of acts directed with eye gaze, which may have 

masked group differences.  

Communicative acts coordinated with vocalization, eye gaze, and gesture. The mean 

scores on frequency, rate, and proportion of communicative acts coordinated with vocalization, 

eye gaze, and gesture are presented in Table 7. Children with ASD coordinated communicative 

acts with a vocalization, eye gaze, and gesture at a significantly lower frequency and rate than 

children in the TD group. Group differences were not observed on the proportion of total acts, 

with the ASD group coordinating an average of 17.79% of their communicative acts with a 

vocalization, eye gaze, and gesture, compared to 22.09% in the DD group and 22.93% in the TD 

group.  

Examination of group differences on coordinated acts in relation to communicative 

function revealed that children with ASD communicated at a significantly lower frequency and 

rate for behavior regulation and joint attention compared to children with TD. For example, the 

ASD group had a mean frequency of 1.16 coordinated joint attention acts compared to 3.30 in 

the DD group and 4.14 in the TD group. Children with ASD coordinated an average of 15.34% 

of all behavior regulation acts, compared to 20.59% for the DD group and 24.24% for the TD 

group. This resulted in a significant difference with a medium effect size between children with 

ASD and TD. All three groups of children coordinated a similar proportion of acts for social 

interaction, ranging from a mean of 21.99% in the TD group to 28.21% in the DD group. For 

joint attention, children with ASD who communicated for joint attention (n=36) coordinated 

13.52% of acts for joint attention. This was not significantly different from children with DD or 

TD, in which averages of 21.90% and 20.61%, respectively, were observed. As seen in Table 7, 

the ASD group exhibited a large amount of variance on the proportion of coordinated joint 

attention acts, which likely limited the ability to detect group differences.  
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Table 7 

Measure M SD  M SD  M SD  F  value p value Effect size
d

p value Effect size
d

     Total Acts   4.98a    6.87  8.67ab   8.08 10.74b   6.20    8.94*** .192 0.49 .000 0.88

     Behavior Regulation   2.54a    2.76  3.96ab   4.44  5.36b   3.72    9.22*** .418 0.39 .000 0.87

     Social Interaction   1.28a    1.85  1.35a   1.64  1.24a   1.95    0.03 .998 0.04 .999 -0.02

     Joint Attention   1.16a    3.85  3.30ab   4.16  4.14b   4.23    7.06** .121 0.53 .001 0.74

Rate of Acts with Vocalization, Gaze, and Gesture 

     Total Acts   0.28a    0.41  0.49ab   0.48  0.58b   0.34    7.55** .203 0.47 .000 0.80

     Behavior Regulation   0.14a    0.15  0.23ab   0.26  0.30b   0.22    8.37 .393 0.44 .000 0.86

     Social Interaction   0.07a    0.12  0.07a   0.21  0.07a   0.18    0.01 1.000 0.00 1.000 0.00

     Joint Attention   0.07a    0.24  0.19ab   0.25  0.22b   0.20    6.16** .126 0.49 .003 0.68

     Total Acts 17.79a  14.60 22.09a 16.70 22.93a 10.61    2.04 .642 0.27 .134 0.41

     Behavior Regulation 15.34a  12.99 20.59ab 22.56 24.24b 14.90    5.04* .659 0.30 .006 0.64

     Social Interaction 24.86a  25.62 28.21a 28.76 21.99a 24.13    0.43 .960 0.12 .934 -0.11

     Joint Attention 13.52a  20.29 21.90a 20.16 20.61a 12.52    1.87 .370 0.41 .191 0.43

Proportion is the total number of acts with vocalization, gaze, and gesture for each function divided by the total number of acts 

for that function.

Degrees of freedom are Welch corrected when necessary for violation of homogeneity of variance as assessed by Levene's test.
d
 Effect size based on Cohen's d ≥ .20 is small, .50 is medium, and .80 is large

*p <.05   **p <.01  ***p <.001

Group Differences in Frequency, Rate, and Proportion of Communicative Acts with Vocalization, Eye Gaze, and Gesture

Note:  Means in the same row with different subscripts differ significantly at p <.05. Rate reflects number of acts per minute. 

Pairwise group differences

ASD (n =50) DD (n =23) TD (n =50) DD-ASD TD-ASD

Proportion of Acts with Vocalization, Gaze, and Gesture (%)

Frequency of Acts with Vocalization, Gaze, and Gesture 
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Profile Analyses for Communicative Acts 

Profile analyses using a mixed ANOVA, with one between-subjects factor of group 

(ASD, DD, TD) and one within-subjects factor of communicative function (behavior regulation, 

social interaction, joint attention), were conducted to compare group profiles on communicative 

functions. Because the rate of total communicative acts was significantly different across groups, 

it is possible that differences on rate alone could account for subsequent group differences on 

rate measures. Thus, proportion measures were used in all profile analyses. Prior to conducting 

the profile analyses, the scores for all variables were converted to z-scores to standardize the data 

set, which put the relative differences in the same metric. Thus, the distribution of observations 

used in the profile analyses had a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. Profile analyses were 

conducted to evaluate differences across groups and functions for the proportion of total 

communicative acts, acts directed with a vocalization, acts directed with eye gaze, and acts 

coordinated with a vocalization, eye gaze, and gesture. Partial eta squared (η2
) was used as a 

measure of effect size. Values of .01, .06, and .14 are by convention interpreted as small, 

medium, and large effect sizes, respectively (Green & Salkind, 2003). 

Communicative functions for total communicative acts. Figure 2 shows the profile plot of 

the mean proportion of total communicative acts for behavior regulation, social interaction, and 

joint attention for children with ASD, DD, and TD. The profile analysis revealed a significant 

group by function interaction, [F(2, 120) = 11.07, p = .000; η2
 = .156]. Because the interaction 

between group and communicative function was significant, main effects were ignored. After 

examining the profile plot, interaction contrasts were conducted to examine the difference 

between behavior regulation and joint attention in the ASD group compared to the difference in 

behavior regulation and joint attention in the TD and DD groups. That is, to determine whether 

the difference between these two communicative functions was different for different diagnostic 

groups. Contrast estimates were checked to ensure the contrasts specified were correct. The 

interaction contrast was significant [F(2,120) = 18.41, p = .000; η2
 = .235]. Follow-up tests 

revealed a significant difference between the ASD and TD groups [F(1,120) = 34.99, p = .000; 

η2
=.226] and the ASD and DD groups [F(1,120) = 12.88, p = .000; η2

 = .097]. The means 

revealed that the ASD group was higher on behavior regulation and lower on joint attention 

compared to the DD and TD groups, who were lower on behavior regulation and higher on joint 

attention (see Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Profile plot of the mean proportion of communicative acts for behavior regulation, 

social interaction, and joint attention for children with ASD, DD, and TD. 

 

In addition to interaction contrasts, simple contrasts were conducted to examine 

differences in means between behavior regulation and joint attention within group. The ASD 

group was significantly lower on proportion of joint attention compared to behavior regulation 

[F(1,49) = 24.05, p = .000; η2
 = .329]. In contrast, children with TD were significantly higher on 

proportion of joint attention than behavior regulation [F(1,49) = 13.31, p = .001; η2
 = .214]. The 

within group contrast between behavior regulation and joint attention was not significantly 

different for the DD group [F(1,22) = 1.33, p = .262; η2
 = .057]. 

In addition to conducting a profile analysis to examine differences across groups and 

functions on total communicative acts, profile analyses also were conducted to examine group 

profiles across functions for communicative acts directed with a vocalization, communicative 

acts directed with eye gaze, and communicative acts coordinated with a vocalization, eye gaze, 

and gesture. These profile analyses revealed no significant group by function interaction for acts 

directed with a vocalization [F(2, 89) = .86, p = .487; η2
 = .019], acts directed with eye gaze 
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[F(2, 89) = .85, p = .498; η2
 = .019], or acts coordinated with a vocalization, eye gaze, and 

gesture [F(2, 89) = .72, p = .579; η2
 = .016].  

Group Differences on Communicative Gestures 

A series of one-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) were used to examine group 

differences on frequency, rate, and proportion of total communicative gestures, as well as deictic, 

representational, and contact without object communicative gestures. As with communicative 

acts, Levene’s test was used to test for lack of homogeneity of variance. A Welch correction was 

used in cases where Levene’s test was significant. Significant effects were followed-up with 

pair-wise comparisons using the Dunnett T3 to evaluate differences among the three groups.  

Total communicative gestures. The mean scores on frequency and rate of total 

communicative gestures are presented in Table 8. Significant group differences were found for 

frequency and rate of total communicative gestures. The mean rate of total communicative 

gestures was 1.18 per minute (SD=.76) for the ASD group, 1.80 (SD=.86) for the DD group, and 

2.14 (SD=.71) for the TD group. Post hoc tests revealed that the ASD group was significantly 

lower than both the DD and TD groups on rate of total gestures, with medium to large effect 

sizes observed. 

Deictic, representational, and contact without object gestures. The mean scores on 

frequency, rate, and proportion of deictic, representational, and contact without object gestures 

are shown in Table 8. Significant group differences were found for frequency and rate of deictic, 

representational, and contact without object gestures. The ASD group was significantly lower 

than children with DD and TD on rate of deictic gestures, and significantly lower than the TD 

group on rate of representational gestures. Large effect sizes were observed for these group 

differences. In contrast to the lower rate on deictic and representational gestures, children with 

ASD showed a significantly higher rate of contact without object gestures compared to children 

with DD and TD, with large effect sizes observed.  

Children with ASD used a significantly lower proportion of deictic gestures compared to 

the DD and TD groups. As shown in Table 8, 66.19% of the total gestures for the ASD group 

were deictic, compared to 84.30% in the DD group and 82.71% in the TD group. On the other 

hand, the ASD group used a significantly greater proportion of contact without object gestures 

than children in both other groups. Large effect sizes were observed for group differences on  
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Table 8 

Measure M SD  M SD  M SD  F  value p value Effect size
d

p value Effect size
d

     Total Gestures  21.06a 13.43 31.57b 14.72 39.16b 11.46   24.64*** .018 0.75 .000 1.45

     Deictic  14.56a 12.07 26.52b 11.93 32.10b   9.65   31.89*** .001 1.00 .000 1.62

     Representational    1.72a   3.04  3.22ab   6.02  5.48b   5.14    9.87** .600 0.33 .000 0.92

     Contact without objects    4.78a   5.21  1.83b   1.85  1.58b   2.86    7.62*** .002 -0.84 .001 -0.79

Rate of Gestures

     Total Gestures    1.18a   0.76  1.80b   0.86  2.14b   0.71  19.66*** .019 0.77 .000 1.31

     Deictic    0.81a   0.69  1.50b   0.69  1.74b   0.56  27.44*** .001 1.00 .000 1.49

     Representational    0.10a   0.17  0.18ab   0.37  0.31b   0.31    8.93*** .632 0.30 .000 0.88

     Contact without objects    0.28a   0.29  0.10b   0.11  0.09b   0.17    8.34*** .001 -0.90 .000 -0.83

     Deictic  66.19a 25.33 84.30b 12.93 82.71b 11.89    9.70*** .000 0.95 .000 0.89

     Representational    8.58a 15.19  8.07a 11.67 13.10a 10.65    2.03 .998 -0.04 .242 0.35

     Contact without objects  25.23a 25.23  7.64b  9..66  4.19b   8.20  15.73*** .000 -1.01 .000 -1.26

Proportion is the number of gestures in each category divided by the total number of gestures.

Degrees of freedom are Welch corrected when necessary for violation of homogeneity of variance as assessed by Levene's test.
d
 Effect size based on Cohen's d ≥ .20 is small, .50 is medium, and .80 is large

*p <.05   **p <.01  ***p <.001

Note:  Means in the same row with different subscripts differ significantly at p <.05. Rate reflects number of gestures per minute. 

Group Differences in Frequency, Rate, and Proportion of Gestures

Proportion of Gestures (%)

Pairwise group differences

ASD (n =50) DD (n =23) TD (n =50) DD-ASD TD-ASD

Frequency of Gestures
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proportion of deictic and contact without object gestures. Group differences were not observed 

on the proportion of representational gestures.   

Individual gestures. Three main gesture categories were included in this study: deictic, 

representational, and contact without object. Table 9 summarizes the mean proportion of all 

individual gestures within the three categories across the three groups of children. The 

proportions represent the mean number of gestures for each individual gesture divided by the 

total mean number of gestures for each group. Examination of the individual deictic gestures 

reveals that the three groups of children used a comparable proportion of the give gesture. This 

gesture made up over 25% of the total gestures for all groups. Although the groups were similar 

on the give gesture, it is interesting to note differences on other individual deictic gestures. For 

example, the ASD group used a greater proportion of push/pull aways and a lesser proportion of 

show and point gestures compared to the DD and TD groups.  

Individual representational gestures were observed to form a relatively small proportion 

of total gestures for all groups of children. The ASD group showed lower mean proportions on 

most individual representational gestures compared to the TD group, with the exceptions of 

clapping, on which the ASD group showed a greater proportion, and depictive gestures or signs, 

on which the groups were similar. Large effect sizes were observed for the difference between 

ASD and TD on waving and head nodding. Compared to children with DD, children with ASD 

had relatively similar mean proportions for the individual representational gestures. A medium 

effect was observed for the difference on head nodding, with the DD group showing a higher 

proportion.  

Contact gestures not involving objects formed approximately 25% of the total gestures in 

the ASD group, compared to less than 10% in the DD group and less than 5% for the TD group. 

Large effect sizes were observed for the difference in the mean proportion of the reach/touch 

adult gesture. Of the 17 gestures coded in this study, self-injury was the only gesture not 

observed in any children in this sample. Thus, reach/touch adult was the only gesture coded in 

the category of contact without object gestures. 
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Table 9 

Mean Proportion of Individual Gestures across Groups

Measure M SD  M SD  M SD  ASD-TD

Deictic (%)

   Give 27.06 20.65 25.66 16.95 28.28 13.75 -0.07  0.07

   Push/Pull Away 19.40 21.91 13.02 14.19   6.17   6.69 -0.35 -0.93

   Reach   3.36   6.44   3.32   5.80   6.13   6.39 -0.01  0.43

   Show   3.33   6.44 12.96 11.19   7.48   7.50  1.09  0.60

   Tap   0.76    3.01   0.65   1.64   1.02   2.35 -0.05  0.10

   Point   8.33 14.40 20.41 20.22 28.66 14.64  0.70  1.40

   Palm Indicative   0.00   0.00   0.66   1.68   0.32   1.24  0.79  0.52

   Throw/Drop/ Hit Obj   0.91   2.45   1.77   6.04   0.16   0.78  0.20 -0.46

   Move Object To Adult   2.29   5.95   3.12   4.79   4.42   5.08  0.15  0.39

   Hand as Tool   0.76   2.71   0.00   0.00   0.09   0.61 -0.56 -0.40

Representational (%)

   Head Shake   0.89   3.16   1.46   3.10   2.11   4.10  0.18  0.33

   Wave   1.95   4.67   2.43   5.73   5.88   6.34  0.09  0.71

   Clap   2.26 10.82   1.86   5.62   0.12   0.64 -0.05 -0.37

   Head Nod   0.14   0.79   0.65   1.82   2.24   5.02  0.39  0.72

   Depictive/Sign   3.34   8.34   2.07   4.51   2.75   5.68 -0.20 -0.08

   Reach/Touch Adult 25.23 25.24  9.93 13.95   4.20   8.20 -0.78 -1.26

   Self-injury   0.00   0.00  0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00

Note:  Proportion is the mean number of gestures in each category divided by the mean total number 

of gestures.
a
Effect size based on Cohen's d ≥ .20 is small, .50 is medium, and .80 is large

ASD-DD

Effect size (d)
a
 of

group differences

Contact without objects (%)

ASD (n =50) DD (n =23) TD (n =50)

 

  

Profile Analysis for Communicative Gestures 

A profile analysis using a mixed ANOVA, with one between-subjects factor of group 

(ASD, DD, TD) and one within-subjects factor of communicative gesture (deictic, 

representational, and contact without object), was conducted to compare group profiles on the 

three types of communicative gestures. As with communicative acts, the proportions were 

converted to z-scores prior to conducting the profile analysis.  

The profile plot of the mean proportion of deictic, representational, and contact without 

object gestures for the three groups is shown in Figure 3. A significant group by gesture 

interaction was observed, F(2, 120) = 10.75, p = .000; η2
 = .152). Because the interaction  
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Figure 3. Profile plot of the mean proportion of deictic, representational, and contact without 

object gestures for children with ASD, DD, and TD. 

 

between group and gesture type was significant, main effects were ignored. After examining the 

profile plot, three interaction contrasts were conducted. The first interaction contrast examined 

the difference between deictic and representational gestures in the ASD group compared to the 

difference in deictic and representational in the TD and DD groups. This interaction contrast was 

not significant [F(2,120) = 2.75, p = .068; η2
 = .044].  

The second interaction contrast examined the difference between deictic and contact 

without object gestures in the ASD group compared to the difference in these gestures in the TD 

and DD groups, and was significant [F(2,120) = 17.73, p = .000; η2
 = .228]. Follow-up tests 

revealed a significant difference between the ASD and TD groups [F(1,120) = 30.81, p = .000; 

η2
=.204] and the ASD and DD groups [F(1,120) = 17.49, p = .000; η2

 = .127]. As shown in 

Figure 3, the means revealed that the ASD group used a lower proportion of deictic gestures and 

a higher proportion of contact without object gestures, in contrast to the DD and TD groups, who 

used a higher proportion of deictic gestures and a lower proportion of contact without object 

gestures. Simple contrasts were conducted to examine within group differences on deictic and 

contact without object gestures. These contrasts revealed a significant within group difference 
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for all three groups. Specifically, the ASD group was significantly lower on proportion of deictic 

gestures compared to contact without object [F(1,49) = 10.37, p = .002; η2
 = .175]. In 

comparison, the TD group was significantly higher on proportion of deictic compared to contact 

without object [F(1,49) = 40.53, p = .000; η2
 = .453]. A significant difference was also observed 

in the DD group, who followed a pattern similar to the TD group [F(1,22) = 10.69, p = .004; 

η2
=.327] 

The third interaction contrast examined the difference between representational and 

contact without object in the ASD group compared to the difference in representational and 

contact without object in the TD and DD groups. This contrast was significant [F(2,120) = 11.32, 

p = .000; η2
 = .159]. Follow-up tests revealed a significant difference between the ASD and TD 

groups [F(1,120) = 22.49, p = .000; η2
 = .158] and the ASD and DD groups [F(1,120) = 5.07, p = 

.026; η2
 = .026]. In addition to interaction contrasts, simple contrasts were conducted to examine 

within group differences between representational and contact without object gestures. These 

contrasts revealed a significant within group difference for the ASD and TD groups. Children 

with ASD were significantly lower on proportion of representational gestures compared to 

contact without object [F(1,49) = 6.84, p = .012; η2
 = .122]. In contrast, the TD group was 

significantly higher on proportion of representational compared to contact without object 

gestures [F(1,49) = 22.64, p = .000; η2
 = .316]. This within group contrast for the DD group was 

not significant [F(1,22) = .27, p = .611; η2
 = .012].  
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DISCUSSION 

 

 The purpose of this study was to precisely examine the communicative acts of children 

with ASD between 18 and 24 months of age, compared to a group of children with DD in which 

ASD was ruled out matched group-wise on age and developmental level and a group of children 

with TD matched individually on age and gender. The specific research objectives were to 

examine group differences in the rate of total communicative acts, and the rate and proportion of 

acts directed with a vocalization, acts directed with eye gaze, and acts coordinated with 

vocalization, eye gaze, and gesture. All communicative acts were examined in relation to 

communicative function to determine whether group differences in rate and proportion varied 

based on communication for behavior regulation, social interaction, and joint attention. Rate and 

proportion of three categories of communicative gestures also were examined: deictic, 

representational, and contact without object gestures. Profile analyses were conducted to 

compare group profiles across communicative functions as well as gestures.  

Although major advances have been made in understanding communication impairments, 

including differences in rate, functions, and means of communication of children 2 to 5 years of 

age with ASD compared to children with DD and TD (e.g., Charman et al., 2005; Dawson et al., 

2004; Mundy et al., 1990; Stone et al., 1997; Wetherby et al., 1998), relatively little is known 

about the communicative profiles of children with ASD younger than 24 months of age. This is 

the first study to report on precise measures obtained through direct observation of the 

communicative acts of children with ASD under 2 years of age. With the exception of a recent 

study by Wetherby et al. (in press), research has not been conducted to examine the combined 

features of communicative acts, including communicative functions and means, of children with 

ASD under 2 years of age. The present investigation is the first study to examine the 

coordination of communicative means in relation to different functions of communication. 

Research that has examined communication in children with ASD under 2 years of age has 

provided some useful information on isolated features of communicative acts, but these studies 

have been limited in regard to methodology. This study was designed to address many of the 

methodological limitations of previous studies involving children with ASD in the second year 

of life. Specifically, systematic sampling procedures and direct observation of behaviors were 

utilized to avoid problems associated with analyses of home videotaped sampling and parent 
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report. Additionally, precise measures of all behaviors were obtained to quantify the 

communication skills of children with ASD in the second half of the second year of life. 

Children were identified prospectively, allowing for blind administration of the Behavior Sample 

in the second year. Coder bias was reduced by ensuring that coders were blind to the purpose of 

the study and child diagnoses. Furthermore, a large sample of children within a narrow age range 

was identified, with the three groups of children matched on age, and the ASD and DD groups 

carefully matched on developmental level.  

Findings from this study provide important information on the core communication 

deficits of children with ASD in the second half of the second year of life and offer insight into 

how young children with ASD are similar and different in their communication compared to 

children with other developmental delays and typical development. This discussion will highlight 

findings on communicative rate, functions, and means in children with ASD under 2 years of 

age, including the unique profile of communication exhibited by these children. Features of 

communication that may differentiate children with ASD from children with other 

developmental delays under 2 years of age will be discussed.  

Rate of Communicative Acts between 18 and 24 Months of Age 

 The findings of this study indicated that children with ASD between 18 and 24 months of 

age communicated at a significantly lower rate than children with DD and TD, with a mean 

number of 1.25 (SD=.82) acts per minute, compared to 1.86 (SD=.86) in the DD group and 2.44 

(SD=.74) in the TD group. To date, two other studies have examined rate of communicative acts 

of children with ASD in the second year of life. The mean rate of communicative acts in this 

sample of children with ASD is slightly lower than that reported by Charman et al. (2005), in 

which the mean rate of communication in a group of 26 children with ASD with a mean age of 

just over 2 years of age (M=24.5, SD=5.3) was 1.9 acts per minute (SD=.8). That study did not 

have a DD or TD comparison group, as the purpose of that study was to examine the predicative 

validity of measures obtained in a sample of children diagnosed with ASD at 2 years of age. The 

sampling procedures used across these two studies were quite similar, with both using a child-

adult interaction assessment to elicit social communication. The differences in rate between these 

two studies may be accounted for based on the difference in the age of the children in the two 

samples, with Charman’s sample being slightly older and including children in a wider age range 

compared to the present sample of children. Differences in the definition and identification of 
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communicative acts may have been somewhat more stringent in the present study, which may 

also account for differences in rate.  

The results of this study regarding group differences on rate of total communicative acts 

confirm and extend the findings of Wetherby et al. (in press), who recently examined the social 

communicative skills, including rate of communication, of the 123 participants recruited for the 

present investigation using the standard scoring of the CSBS DP. Rate of communication was 

calculated as the number of communicative acts used during the Behavior Sample, with a 

maximum of 3 acts possible per activity out of a total of 18. The ASD group used a mean of 10.6 

acts (SD=5.34) during the Behavior Sample, which was significantly less than both the TD 

(M=17.46, SD=1.52) and DD (M=14.64, SD=4.42) groups. The researchers concluded that rate 

of communication was a core deficit of ASD, in that it distinguished children with ASD not only 

from children with TD but also from children with DD (Sigman, Dijamco, Gratier, & Rozga, 

2004; Wetherby et al., in press). Although rate of communication was calculated differently 

across the two studies, coding definitions of communicative acts for the present investigation 

were developed based on the CSBS DP (Wetherby & Prizant, 2002); therefore, it seems logical 

that findings from these two studies would be in agreement that rate of communicative acts is a 

core deficit of ASD at 18 to 24 months of age. Results from the present study not only confirm 

but also extend the findings of Wetherby et al. by providing a more precise measure of 

communicative rate in this sample of children. The precise measures obtained in this study 

provide support for the validity of the systematic sampling procedures used in the CSBS DP 

Behavior Sample in assessing rate of communication late in the second year of life.  

The importance of measuring rate of communication is highlighted by recent findings of 

Wetherby et al. (in press) in which rate of communication between 18 and 24 months of age was 

correlated with all other social communication skills measured in the second year of life on the 

CSBS DP. In addition to concurrent relations, rate of communication predicted nonverbal DQ 

and was moderately correlated with communication symptoms of autism at approximately 3 

years of age. Charman et al. (2005) found that rate of communicative acts of children with ASD 

at age 2 was significantly associated with outcome in several domains at 7 years of age, while 

standard measures of cognitive and language ability collected at age 2 did not predict outcome. 

Although the predictive value of rate of communication was not examined in the present 

investigation, findings on group differences in this study in conjunction with previous studies 
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highlighting the predictive value of communication rate emphasize the importance of assessing 

rate of communication in young children with ASD.   

Given that rate of communication appears to be a core deficit of ASD as early as 18 to 24 

months of age and is likely to help distinguish ASD from other developmental delays, it is useful 

to consider what rate of communication is reflecting. Charman et al. (2005) suggested that rate 

may be an index of an intrinsic social motivation and thus be a measure of autism severity 

associated with better outcomes. Wetherby et al. (in press) described rate as a reflection of a 

child’s repertoire of social communication skills and therefore is a useful index of initiating and 

responding to social bids. The researchers concluded that the predictive relations between rate 

and outcome may reflect a transactional process, such that children with higher communication 

rates have a better likelihood of impacting the social environment by creating a greater number 

of opportunities for interaction. Similarly, Charman et al. (2005) also suggested that rate of 

communication may be related to the frequency of social interactions in which a child will have 

to promote learning opportunities and therefore better outcomes. The data from the present study 

provide further support that by 18 to 24 months of age, children with ASD show a discrepancy in 

rate of communication. This disturbance in rate of communication, or decreased tendency to 

initiate interactions, may exacerbate subsequent social symptoms and atypical 

neurodevelopmental outcomes (Mundy & Burnette, 2005). As suggested by Mundy and 

Burnette, it will be particularly important to understand the way in which “the early onset of 

impairments in major milestones of social development potentially contributes to the subsequent 

unfolding of the full syndrome of autism across the first years of life” (p. 656).  

Communicative Functions in Children with ASD between 18 and 24 Months of Age  

In addition to examining group differences on rate of total communicative acts, rate of 

acts for the three different communicative functions also were examined. Findings indicated that 

group differences in rate of communication in children between 18 and 24 months varied based 

on communicative function. Compared to children in the age-matched TD group, children with 

ASD showed a significantly lower rate of acts both for behavior regulation and joint attention. 

When compared to children with DD matched on age and developmental level, children with 

ASD showed a significantly lower rate only on acts for joint attention. That is, children with 

ASD and DD were more similar on rate of communicative acts for behavior regulation, 
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suggesting that deficits in rate of communicating for joint attention is more specific to ASD 

rather than being more generally associated with other developmental delays.  

These findings suggest a core deficit in communicating for joint attention and extend 

downward a consistent finding on preschoolers with ASD (Sigman et al., 1986; Stone & Caro-

Martinez , 1990; Stone et al., 1997; Wetherby et al., 1998). In addition, these findings confirm 

those of previous studies of children with ASD under 2 years of age. From analysis of home 

videotaped first and second birthday parties, Werner and Dawson (2005) found that children with 

early-onset ASD at 12 months of age were significantly less likely to communicate for joint 

attention (as measured through pointing) than children with parent-reported regression and 

typical development. At 24 months of age, all children with ASD were significantly less likely to 

communicate for joint attention than typically developing children. In contrast, no group 

differences were observed at 12 or 24 months of age on communicating for behavior regulation 

(as measured through pointing). Using the Systematic Observation of Red Flags (SORF; 

Wetherby & Woods, 2002) to compare children with ASD, DD, and TD, Wetherby and 

colleagues (2004) found that communicating for joint attention differentiated children with ASD 

from children with DD and TD in the second year of life. Findings from the present study also 

confirm those of Wetherby et al. (in press) in which rate of acts for joint attention, defined as the 

number of activities in the Behavior Sample during which the child communicated at least once 

to direct another person’s attention to an object to get the other person to look at or notice 

something of interest, but not behavior regulation differentiated this sample of children with 

ASD from children with DD. Results of this study also provide more precise information on the 

rate (number per minute) and proportion for which children with ASD between 18 and 24 

months communicate for these different functions.  

Communication for social interaction has been studied less than behavior regulation and 

joint attention in young children with ASD. In addition, research findings on communicating for 

social interaction have been somewhat mixed, even in preschool-age children (McEvoy et al., 

1993; Mundy et al., 1990, 1994; Wetherby et al., 1998). Children with ASD in this sample 

showed a similar rate of acts for social interaction as the children in the DD and TD groups, 

suggesting that social interaction may be a relative area of strength for the children with ASD. 

However, when the present sample of children were examined using the standard scoring of the 

CSBS DP, the ASD group was significantly different from children in the TD group on 
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communicating for social interaction (Wetherby et al., in press). It is possible that differences in 

measurement could account for this discrepancy in findings. The social interaction measure used 

by Wetherby et al. reflected the number of activities in the Behavior Sample during which the 

child communicated at least once to draw attention to self to get the other person to look at, 

notice, or comfort him/her. In comparison, precise measurement of all social interaction acts was 

obtained in the present study. Thus, when all acts for social interaction were taken into account, 

the ASD group looked similar to children with DD and TD on rate. It is important to note, 

however, that as coded in this study, communication for social interaction included several items, 

such as greeting, requesting comfort, and showing off. Judgments were not made as to which of 

these specific categories the child was communicating. Rather, all acts for social interaction were 

coded within one main category of social interaction. It is possible that the groups would differ if 

the individual items within the social interaction category were examined separately. 

Considering that little research has been done to examine communication for social interaction in 

children with ASD younger than 2 years of age, continued research is warranted to further 

examine this communicative function.  

In addition to differences on rate of communication for behavior regulation and joint 

attention acts, children with ASD in this study showed differences in the proportion of acts on all 

three communicative functions. Previous research has shown that older children with ASD 

communicate predominately for behavior regulation (Sigman et al., 1986; Stone et al., 1997; 

Wetherby et al., 1998). Findings from this study are consistent with those found with older 

children. In comparison to the group of typically developing children, children with ASD 

between 18 and 24 months showed a significantly greater proportion of acts for behavior 

regulation to request or protest something. Approximately 65% of the ASD group’s total 

communicative acts were for behavior regulation, compared to less than 50% in the TD group 

and approximately 53% in the DD group. The children with ASD were not significantly different 

from children with DD on proportion of acts for behavior regulation, but a nonsignificant trend 

with a medium effect size was observed. In contrast to the large proportion of acts for behavior 

regulation observed in the ASD group, only 15% of the ASD group’s acts were for joint 

attention, which was significantly less than the more than 30% observed in children with 

developmental delays and typical development. These findings provide further support for the 

core deficit in joint attention in children with ASD between 18 and 24 months of age. 
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The profile analysis on total communicative acts, conducted to examine differences in 

patterns of communication, confirms and extends the findings on group differences on acts for 

behavior regulation and joint attention. The profile analysis revealed a significant group by 

function interaction, indicating that differences between communicative functions were different 

across diagnostic groups. A follow-up interaction contrast showed that patterns of 

communication for behavior regulation and joint attention were significantly different for the 

three groups of children. Compared to children with DD and TD, children with ASD were found 

to exhibit a different profile of communication for these two functions. As shown in Figure 2, the 

ASD group was higher on proportion of behavior regulation and lower on joint attention 

compared to the DD and TD groups, who were lower on behavior regulation and higher on joint 

attention. Thus, not only were group differences observed on the proportion of acts for behavior 

regulation and joint attention, but the pattern of communication for these two functions was 

different across groups.  

Further evidence suggesting that children with ASD, even younger than 2 years of age, 

show a relative weakness in joint attention and communicate predominately for behavior 

regulation was obtained by examining within group contrasts of the profile analysis. Within the 

ASD group, children showed a significantly lower proportion of joint attention acts compared to 

behavior regulation. This was in contrast to children with TD, who were significantly higher on 

proportion of joint attention than behavior regulation. The within group contrast between 

behavior regulation and joint attention was not significantly different for children with DD.  

In considering these findings on the group differences for behavior regulation, social 

interaction, and joint attention, as well as findings from the profile analysis of total 

communicative acts, it is useful to consider the types of acts coded within each communicative 

function. For example, communicating for behavior regulation involves requesting or protesting, 

and serves a less social, imperative or instrumental function (Mundy & Burnette, 2005; 

Wetherby, 2006; Wetherby & Prizant, 2002). In contrast, communicating for joint attention 

involves more social sharing, with the child directing another person’s attention to an object or 

event to comment or get the other person to look at or notice something of interest. In 

comparison to communication for behavior regulation and joint attention, communicative acts 

for social interaction generally involve objects less and rely more on dyadic face-to-face 

interaction between the adult and child. Thus, it may be easier for children with ASD to 
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communicate for social interaction than joint attention because the former generally does not 

involve the use of objects or the triadic coordination between an object and another person.  

The relative strengths in behavior regulation and social interaction exhibited by the 

children with ASD between 18 and 24 may be used to enhance skills in other areas, including 

joint attention. For example, using communication for social interaction to help young children 

with ASD connect with people may be an easier place to start than joint attention, because 

communicating for social interaction does not require the coordination of gaze with an object. As 

suggested by Wetherby et al. (in press), the relative strengths in communicating for behavior 

regulation and social interaction exhibited by some young children with ASD may be used as a 

mechanism to bootstrap other skills. Dawson and colleagues (2004) recently reported on joint 

attention deficits in a group of 3- to 4-year old children with ASD and suggested a social 

orienting impairment in which the failure to attend to and find social stimuli inherently 

rewarding may contribute to impairments in joint attention. The researchers discussed the 

inherent reward that typical developing children experience during affective exchanges that often 

occur within communicative acts, particularly acts for joint attention. Such early successful 

exchanges can provide an opportunity for developing communication skills and learning the 

inherent value of communication to share experiences. Thus, engaging in communicative 

exchanges for any purpose, including behavior regulation and social interaction, may help 

children with ASD attend to others and in so doing, build communication for a variety of 

intentions (Wetherby et al., in press). 

Overall, the findings from this study on the communicative functions of children with 

ASD between 18 and 24 months of age confirm research from preschool-age children with ASD, 

suggesting a core deficit in communicating for joint attention (Dawson et al., 2004; Mundy et al., 

1994; Stone et al., 1997; Wetherby et al., 1998). This research extends the findings from 

preschool-age children with ASD down to children between 18 and 24 months and highlights the 

potential importance of measuring joint attention skills in children with ASD under 2 years of 

age. This is the first study to conduct a profile analysis to examine differences in group profiles 

of communication across communicative functions in children under two years of age. The 

findings from the profile analysis on total communicative acts provide further insight into the 

communication of young children with ASD. Specifically, the profile of communication 

observed in children with ASD, with a pattern of deficit in communicating for joint attention 
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compared to a relative strength in regulating the behavior of another person, appears to be 

specific to ASD rather than being characteristic of general developmental delay. These findings 

demonstrate that young children with ASD do communicate, but communicate predominately for 

behavior regulation rather than for the purpose of commenting or sharing attention on an object 

or event of interest. Thus, although children with ASD between 18 and 24 months showed a 

lower rate of acts for behavior regulation compared to children in the TD group, they 

demonstrated a relative strength in communicating for behavior regulation and social interaction. 

The profiles of communication observed in this sample of children with ASD have implications 

for early detection and intervention.  

Coordination of Communicative Means in Children with ASD between 18 and 24 Months of Age  

 This study examined three means within communicative acts: vocalizations, eye gaze, 

and gestures. Therefore, in addition to examining total communicative acts, three other main 

types of communicative acts were investigated: acts directed with a vocalization, acts directed 

with eye gaze, and acts coordinated with a vocalization, eye gaze, and gesture. To date, this is the 

first study to use direct observation to examine the communicative means of children with ASD 

under 2 years of age in relation to communicative functions. Findings on the rate of 

communicative acts with a vocalization, acts with eye gaze, and acts coordinated with 

vocalization, eye gaze, and gesture revealed that children with ASD directed communication 

with these communicative means at a lower rate compared to other children. Because the rate of 

total communicative acts was significantly different across groups, differences in rate on these 

different types of acts could potentially be accounted for by the difference in the rate of total 

communicative acts. Thus, proportion measures aid in understanding group differences and will 

be highlighted in this discussion.  

 Communicative acts directed with a vocalization. Findings from this study revealed that 

children with ASD used a significantly lower proportion of total acts with vocalizations 

compared to children with TD. The ASD group directed a mean of approximately 55% of their 

total acts with a vocalization, compared to almost 75% for the TD group. Children with ASD and 

DD were very similar in the proportion of acts directed with a vocalization. These findings on 

total communicative acts directed with a vocalization are consistent with those found in 

preschool-age children. For example, Stone et al. (1997) found that children with ASD and DD 

in the third year of life did not differ on the proportion of total acts directed with vocalizations. 
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In another study, Wetherby et al. (1998) found that preschool children with ASD showed 

comparable use of vocal communicative acts that did not involve gestures as children with DD.  

Little research has been conducted to examine the use of communicative 

vocal/verbalizations in children with ASD under 2 years of age. Findings from the present study, 

suggesting that communicative vocalizations may not distinguish children with ASD and DD in 

the second year, are in agreement with two recent investigations. In the study examining the 

social communication skills of the 123 children in this sample, Wetherby et al. (in press) found 

that the children with ASD between 18 and 24 months performed significantly lower on 

inventory of consonants and inventory of words than children with TD but not DD as measured 

by the CSBS DP. Using the SORF, Wetherby et al. (2004) found that children with ASD in the 

second year of life were significantly different from children with TD but not different from 

children with DD on the lack of communicative vocalizations with consonants. However, the 

researchers did find that the ASD group exhibited more unusual prosody compared to children 

with TD and DD, suggesting the need to examine not only the quantity but also the quality of 

vocalizations in young children with ASD.  

Research findings on children with ASD earlier in the second year have been somewhat 

mixed. For example, researchers analyzing home videotapes of first birthday parties of children 

with ASD reported no significant differences between children with ASD, DD, and TD in the 

frequency of vocalizations (Osterling & Dawson, 1994; Osterling et al., 2002). However, 

findings from a follow-study suggested that 12-month-old infants with early-onset ASD were 

significantly less likely to use complex babbling and words than children in the TD group. By 24 

months of age, children with ASD used fewer single and two word phrases as well as fewer 

instances of complex babbling than children with TD (Werner & Dawson, 2005). It is important 

to note that these studies examined differences in all vocal/verbalizations, without distinguishing 

those used communicatively. This research, combined with findings from the present study, 

highlights the need to further investigate the communicative vocalizations of children with ASD, 

as it may not be the quantity, but the quality and complexity of vocalizations that distinguishes 

children with ASD from children with DD.  

In relation to the different communicative functions, findings from this study revealed 

that children with ASD showed a lower proportion of behavior regulation acts with a 

vocalization than children with TD but not DD. Less than 50% of the ASD group’s behavior 
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regulation acts were directed with a vocalization, compared to approximately 65% in the TD 

group. Although children with ASD showed a lower rate of acts with a vocalization than children 

with TD when communicating for joint attention, all three groups of children were similar on the 

proportion of joint attention acts directed with a vocalization. Children with ASD and TD 

directed a majority of acts for joint attention with a vocalization, with group mean proportions of 

more than 80% observed for both groups. The groups also were similar on the proportion of 

social interaction acts directed with a vocalization. It is important to note, however, that not all 

children were communicating for social interaction and joint attention. Thus, these findings 

suggest that of the children with ASD who were communicating for social interaction and joint 

attention, they were as likely to direct the communicative act with a vocalization.  

As previously noted, this is the first study to examine communicative vocalizations in 

relation to communicative functions in children with ASD younger than 2 years of age. 

However, research on preschool-age children suggests a deficit in communicative vocalizations. 

For example, although Stone et al. (1997) found that children with ASD and DD in the third year 

did not differ on the proportion of total acts directed with vocalizations, children with ASD were 

less likely than children with DD to use vocalizations when communicating for joint attention. 

No group differences were found on the proportion of requests (i.e., behavior regulation acts) 

directed with a vocalization. The researchers also examined within group differences, which 

revealed similar patterns for children with ASD and DD in the third year life, with both groups of 

children using vocalizations more often during requesting acts than commenting. Results from 

the present study on the profile analysis examining group profiles across functions for 

communicative acts directed with a vocalization revealed no significant group by function 

interaction for these acts, suggesting that the children with ASD between 18 and 24 months of 

age were similar to children with DD and TD in their pattern of communicative acts directed 

with a vocalization across the three different communicative functions.  

Overall, findings from this study suggest that young children with ASD may not show 

differences in communicative vocalizations compared to children with DD. However, it is 

important to consider possible factors that may have masked group differences. For example, to 

be directed with a vocalization, an act could include any type of vocalization or verbalization. As 

previously noted however, children with ASD may not show differences in frequency of 

communicative vocalizations, but rather the type of vocalization. Thus, it will be important for 
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future research to examine differences in the complexity and quality of vocalizations in children 

with ASD. Also, the category of acts directed with a vocalization in the present study included 

all acts that contained a vocalization. That is, acts that were directed with a gesture or eye gaze 

also were in this category, as long as the act contained a vocalization. Therefore, it is not possible 

to determine the level of complexity of these acts, and it may be possible that the complexity of 

means within communicative acts directed with a vocalization was different for different groups.  

 Communicative acts directed with eye gaze. The findings of this study indicated that 

although children with ASD between 18 and 24 months of age directed communicative acts with 

eye gaze at a significantly lower rate than children with DD and TD, they were not significantly 

different on the proportion of total acts directed with eye gaze. However, a nonsignificant trend 

(p=.050) with medium effect sizes was observed, with the ASD group directing a mean of 

approximately 42% of total acts with eye gaze, compared to just over 52% in the DD and TD 

groups. This finding that children with ASD were not significantly different from children with 

DD or TD on the proportion of total communicative acts directed with eye gaze was surprising 

given that deficits in eye gaze have been well established in individuals with ASD, including 

children with ASD younger than 2 years of age compared to children with DD (Charman et al., 

1997; Osterling et al., 2002; Swettenham et al., 1998; Wetherby et al., 2004). Although the 

groups were similar on the proportion of communicative acts directed with eye gaze, it is 

important to note that this does not necessarily equate to the ASD group exhibiting typical gaze 

behavior. For example, Watt (2006) recently reported on eye gaze and repetitive and stereotyped 

behaviors in this sample of 123 children. She found that the ASD group looked significantly less 

at others’ faces compared to children with DD and TD. Specifically, the ASD group was lower 

both on rate (number per minute) of eye gaze to face episodes as well as proportion of eye gaze 

to face, the percentage of time across the Behavior Sample spent looking at another’s face.  

In relation to communicative functions, although children with ASD demonstrated a 

significantly lower rate of acts with eye gaze for behavior regulation and joint attention 

compared to the DD and TD groups, the three groups of children were similar on the proportion 

of behavior regulation, social interaction, and joint attention acts directed with eye gaze. These 

findings suggest that when children with ASD did communicate, they were as likely to direct 

their communication with eye gaze to the communicative partner’s face. Although little research 

has been done to examine eye gaze as a means of communication within communicative acts in 
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children with ASD under 24 months of age, research on preschool-age children with ASD has 

documented impairments in communicative acts directed with eye gaze compared to children 

with DD, and these differences have been examined and documented in relation to 

communicative functions (Phillips et al., 1995; Stone et al., 1997).  

The present findings indicating that children with ASD between 18 and 24 months of age 

are similar to children with DD and TD in the proportion of acts directed with eye gaze could be 

related to several factors. It is possible that children with ASD may be showing a deceleration in 

skills/growth across the first years of life. This plateauing or deceleration of growth may be 

characteristic of the unfolding of the diagnostic features of ASD and may continue over the 

second year into the third year of life (Landa & Garrett-Mayer, 2006; Ozonoff, 2006; Wetherby, 

2006). Thus, it may be that children with ASD are more able to direct communication with eye 

gaze in the second half of the second year of life than slightly later. This hypothesis is supported 

by the research previously cited showing that preschool-age children with ASD demonstrate 

impairments in the ability to direct communicative acts with eye gaze. It is also possible that the 

lack of group differences could relate to the large amount of variance observed in the proportion 

of acts directed with eye gaze, which may have masked group differences. Another aspect worth 

noting is the way in which eye gaze to face was defined and coded in the present study. To be 

coded as eye gaze to face, the child could be looking anywhere from the chin upward. 

Determining the specific target of a child’s gaze was a somewhat difficult judgment, particularly 

without the use of sophisticated equipment to track in detail the child’s gaze. Also the nature and 

set up of the Behavior Sample made the coding of eye gaze somewhat difficult, in that the 

clinician and/or caregiver’s face was not always in full view of the camera. To code eye gaze, the 

coder needed enough information about where the child was looking. For example, when coding 

gaze to face, the person’s face did not have to be visible, but a frame of reference was necessary 

(e.g. the person’s hand/arm is visible and thus the position of the face could be determined). 

Coders demonstrated adequate reliability on overall eye gaze, with a kappa of .70. However, the 

percent agreement on eye gaze to face was somewhat lower and should be taken into account 

when interpreting the findings.  

Communicative acts coordinated with vocalization, eye gaze, and gesture. The results of 

this study showed that children with ASD were not significantly different from children with DD 

or TD on the proportion of total communicative acts coordinated with vocalization, eye gaze, and 
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gesture, indicating that the children with ASD in this sample were as likely as other children to 

coordinate total acts. This finding is in contrast to results from a previous study comparing 

children with ASD in the second year of life to children with DD and TD. As measured on the 

SORF, children with ASD showed a lack of communication involving coordination of at least 

three of the following: gaze, facial expression, gesture, and sound (Wetherby et al., 2004), 

suggesting that impairments in the coordination of communicative means may be apparent prior 

to 24 months of age. This discrepancy in findings may be related to measurement differences 

across the two studies, with the SORF using a restricted scoring range of 0 to 2, compared to the 

precise measures obtained in the present study. A difference in sample size also may have 

contributed to the difference in findings, with the SORF study examining 18 children with ASD 

compared to the larger sample size in the present study. As will be discussed, continued research 

is needed to further clarify understanding of the coordination of communication in children with 

ASD younger than 24 months of age.  

In relation to communicative functions, the present findings revealed that although 

children with ASD communicated at a lower rate for behavior regulation and joint attention 

compared to children with TD, these two groups differed only on the proportion of coordinated 

acts for behavior regulation. Children with ASD and DD were similar on rate and proportion of 

communicative acts coordinated with vocalization, eye gaze, and gesture for all communicative 

functions, suggesting that coordination of communicative means may not be a core deficit in 

children with ASD between 18 and 24 months of age who are communicating. As with acts 

directed with eye gaze, the large amount of variation in the ASD group may have limited the 

ability to detect group differences on the proportion measures.  

Coordination of communicative means within acts has been shown to be a particular area 

of deficit for preschool-age children with ASD. Stone et al. (1997) examined group differences 

on communicative complexity in children with ASD with a mean age of 32.8 months (SD=3.5) 

compared to children with DD matched individually to the ASD group on chronological and 

mental age. The researchers found that group differences varied based on the level of 

communicative complexity, with the ASD group using a significantly lower proportion of acts 

involving vocalizations, eye gaze, and gestures compared to children with DD. The groups did 

not differ on less complex acts including acts directed with a gesture only, and acts directed with 

a gesture and a vocalization or eye gaze. Wetherby et al. (1998) also found that preschool-age 
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children with ASD showed significantly less coordination of communicative means within 

communicative acts compared to children with DD. Both of these studies on preschool-age 

children with ASD used systematic sampling procedures similar to those used in the present 

study. It is possible that the contrasting findings between preschool-age children with ASD and 

those obtained in this study relate to the larger sample size or the more precise measures. It is 

also possible that children with ASD between 18 and 24 months of age still have the skills to 

coordinate means of communication and then lose those skills over time. As will be discussed in 

the limitations section of this discussion, it also is important to consider the impact of the 

intervention services that many children in the ASD group were receiving. Continued research is 

needed to examine possible deficits in coordination of communicative means in young children 

with ASD.  

Communicative Gestures in Children with ASD between 18 and 24 Months of Age  

 This is the first study to examine in detail the communicative gestures used by a group of 

children with ASD under 2 years of age. Findings from this study showed that children with 

ASD used a mean rate of 1.18 communicative gestures per minute. This rate of communicative 

gestures in the ASD group was significantly lower than the rate observed in children with DD 

(M=1.80) and TD (M=2.14). This finding is consistent with other research on children with ASD 

between 18 and 24 months of age. In the recent study examining the 123 children in this sample, 

inventory of conventional gestures was found to be a core deficit of children with ASD 

(Wetherby et al., in press). That is, as measured on the CSBS DP, inventory of conventional 

gestures was one of five social communication skills on which the ASD group was significantly 

lower than children with DD and TD. In addition, for the children with ASD, inventory of 

gestures was one of the best predictors of nonverbal skills at 3 years of age. In that study, eight 

conventional gestures were examined, including give, push away, reach, show, point, wave, head 

shake, and head nod. Differences were not reported on the individual gestures, but rather the 

number of different conventional gestures observed during the Behavior Sample. Findings from 

the present study confirm and extend these findings by suggesting that rate of communicative 

gestures is a core deficit of ASD at 18 to 24 months and providing information on the specific 

types or categories of gestures that may help distinguish children with ASD between 18 and 24 

months. Findings from this investigation also confirm those found by other researchers 

examining gesture use in children with ASD in the second year of life. For example, parents of 
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children with ASD at this age have reported differences in using gestures meaningfully (Werner 

et al., 2005) and use of conventional gestures (Cox et al., 1999) compared to children with other 

developmental delays.  

In contrast to this research on children with ASD in the second half of the second year of 

life, research findings on children with ASD earlier in the second year of life have been 

somewhat mixed. Using home videotapes from first birthday parties of children later diagnosed 

with ASD, researchers found no significant differences between children with ASD and DD on 

overall use of gestures (Osterling et al., 2002). Thus, at 12 months of age, the decreased use of 

gestures appeared to be associated with developmental delay rather than ASD. In contrast, 

Zwaigenbaum and colleagues (2005) recently reported findings on children who were younger 

siblings of children diagnosed with ASD. As reported by parents on the MacArthur 

Communicative Developmental Inventories – Words and Gestures (Fenson et al., 1993), at 12 

months of age the siblings who were later diagnosed with autism were reported to have fewer 

gestures compared to siblings who received no diagnosis at 2 years and a control group of low-

risk infants with no family history of ASD. Overall, combined research findings suggest that for 

children with ASD, deficits in total gesture use emerge over the first two years of life. Findings 

from the present study suggest that by 18 to 24 months, impairment in the use of gestures is not 

only associated with developmental delay, but is a core deficit of ASD.   

This investigation examined communicative gestures within the three major categories of 

deictic, representational, and contact gestures not involving objects. Discussion of the findings 

for each of these gesture categories, as well as the pattern of gesture use across these categories 

may aid in understanding the types of gestures driving the core deficit in communicative gesture 

use in children with ASD between 18 and 24 months of age. 

 Deictic gestures. Children with ASD in the present sample showed a significantly lower 

rate of deictic gestures compared to children with DD and TD. In addition, a significantly lower 

proportion of the ASD group’s total gestures were deictic compared to children in both other 

groups. Approximately 66% of the ASD group’s total gestures were deictic, compared to 84% in 

the DD group and 83% in the TD group. These findings suggest that not only do children with 

ASD between 18 and 24 months of age demonstrate a core deficit in total gestures, they also 

show a core deficit in deictic gestures used to establish reference, to indicate or call attention to 

an object or event (Iverson & Thal, 1998).  
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As discussed by Iverson and Thal (1998), researchers have suggested a close relationship 

between eye gaze behaviors and the development of deictic gestures. In typical development, 

infants learn that following the gaze of another person provides valuable information regarding 

the focus of the other person’s attention. In addition, infants learn that others can obtain 

information by following their line of regard. Understanding that the focus of attention or line of 

regard is identifiable and that it can be used to establish reference is important in relation to the 

development of deictic gestures. In typical development, infants between 8 and 14 months of age 

generally begin to use deictic gestures to establish reference to indicate their focus of attention. 

This relationship between the development of deictic gestures and early eye gaze behaviors 

seems particularly interesting for children with ASD, given early impairments in the use of eye 

gaze. Research has shown that children with ASD in the first year of life exhibit a core deficit in 

eye gaze behaviors (e.g., Osterling et al., 2002; Zwaigenbaum et al., 2005). Thus, if children with 

ASD are experiencing impairments in the use of eye gaze behaviors in early development, such 

as following the gaze or focus of attention of another person, this may impede the development 

of the use of deictic gestures to establish reference.  

This study examined a variety of individual deictic gestures, some of which have been 

previously examined in young children with ASD. Although the ASD group was different on the 

combined category of deictic gestures, the data revealed that children with ASD were quite 

variable on the use of individual deictic gestures. Analyses were not conducted to determine the 

significance of group differences on the individual gestures; however, examination of the mean 

proportion and effect sizes of individual gestures across groups provides useful information 

regarding gesture use in young children with ASD. One finding of interest observed in the ASD 

group was their use of very early developing gestures. Overall, children with ASD were more 

likely to use earlier developing gestures, such as giving and pushing/pulling away. Furthermore, 

although the individual gestures were not examined in relation to communicative functions, 

children with ASD showed higher proportions on deictic gestures that are more generally 

associated with requesting or protesting. For example, children with ASD used a similar 

proportion of giving, a gesture often used to request, compared to children with DD and TD. In 

addition, the proportion of push/pull away gestures was much higher in the ASD group, with a 

large effect size observed for the difference between children with ASD and TD. Another deictic 

gesture, using another’s hand as a tool has been shown to discriminate children with ASD over 
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24 months of age (Lord, 1995; Stone et al., 1997). Findings from this study revealed that, 

although this gesture was not observed with high a frequency or proportion in any children 

between 18 and 24 months of age, children with ASD were more likely to use this gesture 

compared to children with DD and TD. These findings suggest that using another person’s hand 

as a tool may be somewhat more variable in children with ASD under 2 years of age.   

To date, the majority of studies that have examined gestures in children with ASD under 

24 months of age have looked at pointing and showing. Findings from these studies have been 

somewhat mixed. In the present sample of children, approximately 8% of the ASD group’s total 

gestures were points, compared to 20% in the DD group and 29% in the TD group, with a 

medium effect size observed for the group difference between the ASD and DD groups, and a 

large effect size observed between the ASD and TD groups. Showing made up a smaller 

proportion of total gestures for all three groups of children, with 3% of the ASD group’s total 

gestures being shows, compared to 13% in the DD group and 7% in the TD group. A large effect 

was observed for the difference between the ASD and DD groups and a medium effect observed 

for ASD and TD. These findings based on direct observation suggest that children with ASD 

between 18 and 24 months of age show impairments both in showing and pointing for 

communication during the systematic sampling procedures of the CSBS DP.  

Previous researchers examining videotapes collected from first birthday parties of 

children later diagnosed with ASD found that a lack of showing and a lack of pointing 

distinguished children with ASD from TD at 12 months of age (Osterling & Dawson, 1994). In a 

follow-up study comparing children with ASD to children with DD and TD, pointing and 

showing were too infrequent in all groups of children to allow for meaningful analyses (Osterling 

et al., 2002). Findings collected from parent report obtained slightly later in the second year 

revealed differences on pointing but not showing for children with ASD with a mean age of 20 

months compared to children with language disorder (Cox et al., 1999). In contrast, when a 

group of children with ASD with a mean age of 21 months was compared to children with DD 

using the SORF, the lack of showing distinguished children with ASD from children with DD 

and TD, but a lack of pointing did not distinguish children with ASD from those with DD 

(Wetherby et al., 2004). More recent findings from videotapes of first and second birthday 

parties suggest that by 24 months of age differences in pointing may vary in relation to 

communicative function, such that children with ASD exhibit deficits in pointing for joint 
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attention but not in pointing for behavior regulation compared to children with TD (Werner & 

Dawson, 2005). This study did not have a DD comparison group. Given the mixed findings 

among these studies, it will be important for future research to further examine the development 

of these gestures in young children with ASD over the first years of life and to examine gestures 

in relation to communicative functions. 

Representational gestures. Findings from this study showed that children with ASD used 

a lower rate of representational gestures than children with TD but not DD. In addition, all three 

groups of children showed a similar proportion of representational gestures. These findings 

suggest that the use of representational gestures alone, as conceptualized and measured in this 

study, may not differentiate children with ASD under 2 years of age. That is, children with ASD 

between 18 and 24 months of age do use gestures that both establish reference and carry some 

fixed semantic content. This finding supports that of Cox et al. (1999) in which two 

representational gestures coded in the present study, headshaking and head nodding, did not 

distinguish children with ASD at 20 months based on parent report obtained from the ADI-R.   

This is the first study to directly observe and report on representational gestures in 

children with ASD under 2 years of age. Research has shown that children with ASD show 

deficits in acquiring symbolic aspects of communication including the use of symbolic gestures 

(Wetherby, 2006). Thus, even though little research has been done to examine representational 

gestures in young children with ASD, it was surprising to find that the ASD group was not 

different from other children on the proportion of representational gestures. Several factors may 

have contributed to these findings on representational gestures. This category of gestures 

consisted of a range of representational gestures, including those that generally emerge early 

(e.g., clapping) as well as later in development (e.g., head nod). This range, along with the low 

use of all representational gestures observed in all three groups of children may have made it 

difficult to detect group differences. Another factor to consider is the wide range of functioning 

in the ASD group, with 44% of the children considered higher functioning (i.e., nonverbal DQ 

above 80). This range is reflected in the very large standard deviations observed for 

representational gestures, which may have inhibited the detection of a group difference. Also, 

representational gestures were not examined relative to communicative functions and it may be 

that children with ASD have difficulty using representational gestures for a variety of 

communicative functions. For example, children with ASD may be as likely as other children to 
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use a representational gesture to communicate to request, but less likely to use one to comment. 

In addition, the children with ASD in this study were identified prospectively, leading to a 

referral for early intervention services. Several children in the ASD group were observed to use 

sign gestures to communicate and the mean proportion of depictive/sign gestures in this group of 

children was slightly higher than in the other two groups. It is possible that this is related to early 

intervention services. Continued research is needed to sort out these methodological limitations 

and further examine the development of representational gestures in this population.  

Contact without object gestures. In contrast to the lower rate on deictic and 

representational gestures, children with ASD showed a significantly higher rate of contact 

without object gestures compared to children with DD and TD. In addition, the ASD group used 

a significantly greater proportion of contact without object gestures than children in both other 

groups, making up 25% of the ASD group’s total gestures, compared to less than 8% in the DD 

group and 5% in the TD group. This finding may suggest a possible reliance on a more primitive 

gesture and supports findings indicating a core deficit in the use of deictic gestures for children 

with ASD between 18 and 24 months of age. One gesture was observed and coded in this 

category of gestures: reach/touch adult. This gesture was not used to establish reference, and thus 

did not qualify as a deictic or representational gesture. Although this gesture was not examined 

in relation to communicative function, by definition this gesture did not involve an object. 

Therefore, when children used this gesture it was to communicate for behavior regulation to 

request or protest, or to communicate for social interaction to request comfort. These results may 

provide additional evidence of a core deficit in communicating for joint attention but not in 

behavior regulation and social interaction in children with ASD between 18 and 24 months of 

age.  

Profile of communicative gestures. Findings from the profile analysis conducted to 

compare group profiles on the three categories of communicative gestures confirm and extend 

the findings on group differences. The profile analysis revealed a significant group by gesture 

interaction, indicating that differences between communicative gestures were different for 

different diagnostic groups. Results showed that the pattern of use of deictic and contact without 

object gestures and the pattern of use of representational and contact without object gestures 

were significantly different for the three groups of children. Specifically, children with ASD 

exhibited a different pattern of communication for these gesture categories than children with 
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DD and TD. The ASD group was lower proportion of deictic gestures and higher proportion of 

contact without object gestures, in contrast to the DD and TD groups, who used a higher 

proportion of deictic gestures and a lower proportion of contact without object gestures. In 

relation to representational and contact without object gestures, the ASD group was lower on 

proportion of representational gestures and higher on proportion of contact without object 

gestures, in contrast to the DD and TD groups, who used a higher proportion of representational 

gestures and a lower proportion of contact without object gestures (see Figure 3). Thus, not only 

were group differences observed on the proportion of deictic and contact without object gestures, 

but the pattern of gesture use across these two categories, as well as across the categories of 

representational and contact without object gestures was different across groups. Findings from 

the profile analysis provide further support of a core deficit of ASD at 18 to 24 months in deictic 

gestures used to indicate or call attention to an object.  

As discussed, this is the first study to report precise data on gesture use in children with 

ASD younger than 2 years of age and to examine the profiles of communicative gestures. Taken 

together, these findings suggest that children with ASD between 18 and 24 months of age exhibit 

a distinct profile of strengths and weaknesses in communicative gestures, with a core deficit in 

deictic gestures in combination with a higher proportion of contact without object gestures. As 

previously suggested, this deficit in deictic gestures may be related to early impairments in eye 

gaze behaviors. In this study, gestures were not specifically examined in relation to 

communicative function. However, the finding that rate of communicative gestures was nearly 

identical to rate of total communicative acts may suggest that the majority of the ASD group’s 

communicative acts were gestural in nature. If that is the case, the differences observed on rate 

and proportion of total acts for the individual communicative functions may have implications 

for the purposes or functions for which the children with ASD were using communicative 

gestures. Certainly it will be important for future research to examine these gestures in relation to 

communicative functions. 

Clinical Implications 

Findings from this study on the communication of children with ASD, DD, and TD 

between 18 and 24 months of age have potentially important clinical implications, both in terms 

of early identification and early intervention. The precise measures obtained in this study provide 

support for the validity of the systematic sampling procedures used in the CSBS DP Behavior 
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Sample in assessing the early social communication skills that may help to identify and 

distinguish children with ASD late in the second year of life. That is, given the congruency in 

findings between the precise and detailed measurement of communicative acts obtained in the 

present study and results obtained in the recent study using the standard scoring of the CSBS DP 

(Wetherby et al., 2006), this standardized measure may serve as a useful clinical tool in assessing 

and identifying young children with social communication delays.   

Consistent with findings recently reported by Mitchell et al. (2006), findings from this 

study suggest that impairments in use of gestures may be one of the early indicators of ASD. 

However, parents, care providers, and clinicians may base concerns about the development of 

communication and language on words, or other more quantitative measures. As suggested by 

Landa & Garrett-Mayer (2006), continued efforts are needed to provide training and increase 

awareness of “typical development, normal variation, and red flags indicating the need for 

developmental screening” (p. 635). Findings of this study provide useful information that may 

contribute to screening and early detection.  

Early identification offers several advantages, including earlier access to early 

intervention, educational planning, and providing support and education to parents and families 

(Cox et al., 1999; Filipek et al., 1999). The neurodevelopmental model of ASD proposed by 

Mundy & Burnette (2005) suggests that impairments in social sharing likely add to an early 

neurological deficit in individuals with ASD, and may result in subsequent neurodevelopmental 

abnormalities. However, as recently suggested by Wetherby et al. (2006), it is possible that early 

intervention aimed at certain pivotal skills, including the core deficits identified in the present 

study, may help to ameliorate this downward spiraling. Findings from this study suggest that the 

core deficits go beyond joint attention, and include deficits in overall rate of communication 

along with communicative gestures. Thus, targeting rate of communication for a variety of 

communicative functions, not only joint attention, may be an important aspect of early 

intervention for young children with ASD.  

In addition to the core deficits of ASD identified in this study, findings also suggest areas 

of relative strength for children with ASD between 18 and 24 months of age that may be used 

within intervention to promote other skills. For example, children with ASD were as likely as 

children with DD and TD to communicate for social interaction. In addition, many children with 

ASD did communicate, even for joint attention. Furthermore, when they did communicate to 
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comment or direct another’s attention, they were as likely to coordinate means of 

communication. These moments of communication may be used to promote social sharing and 

further enhance communication, including rate, functions, and means of communication. 

Limitations 

 Several limitations must be considered in interpreting the results of this study. This ASD 

sample consisted of a very heterogeneous group of children. The children varied on 

developmental level as well as social communication skills. To match the wide range of 

cognitive functioning in the ASD group, the DD group also consisted of children with a wide 

range of functioning. As discussed throughout this paper, the large amount of variance observed 

in the ASD and DD groups may have limited the ability to detect group differences. In addition, 

the ASD group consisted of children with autistic disorder and PDD-NOS. Previous studies have 

suggested that young children with PDD-NOS show more social interest than children with 

autism (e.g., Mars et al., 1998). Thus, it may have been those with PDD-NOS that were more 

likely to communicate and coordinate means of communication, including eye gaze, 

vocalization, and gesture. Also, preliminary analyses revealed outliers in the ASD group on 

several measures, impacting the distribution of the data and the results of the study. It is 

important to note that not only was there was much within group variance, but group differences 

may not easily translate to an individual child with ASD. 

Another limitation related to this sample of children with ASD relates to enrollment in 

early intervention services. Because the children had been identified in the second year of life as 

having a social communication delay, many had been receiving early intervention services. 

Social communication skills, including communicative functions and means, are generally one of 

the main targets of early intervention for children with ASD. This may have impacted the 

communicative acts of the children with ASD in this sample in a positive direction, including the 

rate, functions, and means of communication.  

In addition to factors related to the sample of children, it is important to consider the 

impact of the sampling procedures on the findings of the study. One of the strengths of this study 

was the use of direct and systematic observation. On the other hand, the CSBS DP uses 

supportive sampling procedures to encourage communication. Specifically, the sampling 

procedures of the Behavior Sample provide a context in which the clinician and/or caregiver 

scaffold the child’s communication. Few demands are placed on the child and support is 
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provided to structure and encourage interaction between the child and the adult. Thus, the 

supportive procedures as well as the semi-structured clinical setting may have impacted the 

communication of the children in this study, such that children were communicating with a 

greater frequency and in different ways compared to everyday natural environments in which 

scaffolding is not occurring.  

 Another potential limitation of this study that must be considered relates to the measures 

of interrater reliability. Combined measures of reliability suggested adequate reliability for 

communicative acts. However, there were a large number of individual gestures coded in this 

study, and several of the items were rarely or never observed in the reliability samples. Thus, 

interrater reliability on some of the individual gesture items was much lower than expected or 

preferred. Reliability of the measures may have limited the ability to detect group differences. 

Future Research Directions 

Findings from this study have important implications for future research directions. This 

is the first study to precisely measure the communicative acts, including the rate, functions, and 

means of communication in children with ASD younger than 2 years of age, and to examine 

communicative means in relation to communicative function. However, this study examined 

only a snapshot in time. Future longitudinal research is needed to further explore how the 

communication of children with ASD unfolds over the first years of life. As ASD emerges over 

the first years of life, research will need to examine changes in skills and symptomatology at 

smaller intervals of time. In addition, it will be important to separate out the effects of initial 

differences in cognitive ability as well as the impact of early intervention on the presentation of 

ASD in young children.  

Careful procedures were used to match children with ASD to children with TD on gender 

and chronological age and to match the ASD and DD groups on chronological age and 

developmental level. However, a group of typically developing children matched on 

developmental level was not included in the study. Continued research is needed to clarify the 

overlap of symptomatology between children with ASD, other developmental delays, and typical 

development. It will strengthen future research on children with ASD in the second year of life to 

include a younger group of typically developing children matched on developmental level to 

determine whether the group differences observed in this study are still evident. 
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Findings from this study on group differences provide greater understanding of the 

communicative acts of children with ASD between 18 and 24 months of age. However, 

predictive relations of communicative acts and corresponding skills were not examined, limiting 

understanding of the impact of these group differences on later outcome. Therefore, another 

important avenue for future research is to examine predictive relations of skills related to the 

communicative acts of children with ASD and later language skills and autism symptoms.  

The measures of communicative acts obtained in this study through direct observation 

during standardized administration of the Behavior Sample should be examined in future 

research in naturalistic, everyday settings. The Behavior Sample is designed to provide a 

supportive sampling context, with scaffolding provided as needed to elicit communication. 

Examination of communicative acts as well as parent-child interactions in a natural setting would 

provide information on the effects of the sampling procedures used in the Behavior Sample on 

the communicative profiles of children with ASD. In addition, to aid in early screening and 

detection, it would be useful to examine the different activities within the CSBS DP Behavior 

Sample to determine potential activities that are most likely to discriminate children with ASD 

from other children.  

ASD is characterized by pervasive impairments in social interaction and communication 

skills, as well as repetitive and stereotyped behaviors (RSB). However, relatively little is known 

about RSB as opposed to social and communication impairments. Research is beginning to 

emerge in this area, suggesting that RSB are observable in children with ASD in the second year 

of life (Morgan et al., 2006; Watt, 2006; Werner et al., 2005; Wetherby et al., 2004). As more is 

learned about RSB in young children with ASD, another important avenue for future research 

will be to examine social communication in relation to RSB. This research will improve 

understanding of the core features of ASD and the relationship between social communication, 

RSB, and later outcomes.  

Summary 

The findings of the present study suggest that by 18 to 24 months of age children with 

ASD exhibit a unique profile of communication, with core deficits that distinguish them from 

children with other developmental delays. Rate of communication was found to be a core deficit 

for this group of children with ASD. In relation to communicative functions, children with ASD 

showed a core deficit in communicating for joint attention but not in behavior regulation or 
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social interaction. They also exhibited a unique pattern of communication for behavior regulation 

and joint attention compared to children with DD and TD. Thus, not only will group differences 

on individual functions help differentiate children with ASD, but also the profile of 

communication across functions. Examination of communicative means revealed somewhat 

surprising findings. For example, children with ASD who did communicate for joint attention 

were as likely as children with DD and TD to coordinate the act with several communicative 

means, including vocalization, eye gaze, and gesture. Children with ASD also showed a unique 

profile of communicative gestures, with a core deficit in deictic gestures in combination with a 

higher proportion of contact gestures not involving objects. As recently proposed by Wetherby et 

al. (in press), through a transactional process, core deficits in social communication skills may 

influence the child’s social environment and have a cascading effect on outcome. Findings from 

this study contribute to understanding the core deficits of young children with ASD as well as the 

ontogeny of communication in children with ASD. This improved understanding will aid in early 

detection of ASD and can lead to earlier intervention.  
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APPENDIX A 

COMMUNICATIVE ACTS 

CODING DEFINITIONS 

Adapted from the CSBS (Wetherby & Prizant, 2002) 

 

A communicative act is a behavior class that will be coded as a state, with the default set to no 

act. Communicative acts will not be coded during the comprehension and block activities or 

during no activity/break. Acts will be coded during all other activities. Activity will be coded 

prior to the coding of communicative acts. Therefore, the coder should refer to the Event Log to 

determine where within the sample to code communicative acts (i.e., in all activities except 

comprehension, blocks, and no activity/break). 

 

A communicative act is defined as an interactive behavior that consists of a gesture, 

vocalization, or verbalization that is directed toward another person and that serves a 

communicative function. The first step in coding is learning to identify communicative acts. 

Rules for decision-making about identifying communicative acts are described in Table 1 of the 

CSBS DP Manual (Wetherby & Prizant, 2002).  

 

For a behavior to be considered a communicative act, it must meet all three of the following 

criteria:  

 1. The act included a gesture, vocalization, or verbalization. 

 2. The act was directed toward another person.  

 3. The act was used as a communicative signal to serve a communicative function. 

 

Only behaviors included in the list of gestures in Table 1 of the CSBS DP Manual and speech 

and nonspeech vocalizations may be considered communicative acts. Remember that eye gaze 

alone is not a communicative act and behaviors such as taking an object or reaching to take, are 

not counted. Gestures such as a reach or point are only counted if they are directed to another 

person and used as a communicative signal. Directing a communicative act to another person 

with eye gaze means looking at the person’s face immediately before, during, or after the act.  

 

Decisions about communicative acts can only be based on what is visible in the videotape. If it is 

not clear what the child is referring to or who the child is looking at, then the act should not be 

counted. 

 

Because communicative acts are coded as states, the coder will generally end the act by coding 

No Act. However, it is possible for the child to have two communicative acts in a row, without 

coding No Act between the two acts. Thus the offset of the first act is marked by the onset of the 

second act.   

 

A communicative act is terminated when: 1) the behaviors (e.g., eye gaze, gesture, vocal/verbal) 

the child is using as part of the act end; 2) the child shifts the topic of communication or focus of 

attention; or 3) there is an exchange of turns (i.e., vocal/verbal or conventional/unconventional 

gestural). However, if an adult takes a turn during the child’s act, do not code the end of the 
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child’s act until the child’s behaviors associated with the act end. For example, if the child begins 

to give the adult the bubbles to request more, and the adult says, “Do you want more?”, do not 

code the end of the child’s act until the give gesture is complete. In relation to the topic or focus 

of attention, for activities other than books, the particular objects and/or actions being used 

determines the topic. For books, the topic should be limited to what is portrayed on two facing 

pages. A new topic begins when a page is turned and the adult or child completely lets go of the 

page. A child may produce more than one communicative act about two facing pages if there is a 

pause greater than 3 seconds between his/her communicative acts or if another person takes one 

or more turns involving speech or conventional gestures.   

 

If an act occurs within another act (e.g., child is touching Mom for SI and then pulls object away 

from the clinician for BR while still touching Mom), recode the act that is continuing at the 

moment the middle act (i.e., pull away) ends.  

 

Incomplete acts may occur if the child abandons a communicative act or is interrupted before 

completion. If the immediate context of the communicative act, either before or after, is not on 

the videotape because videotaping started or stopped during the act, then the act would be 

considered incomplete. Incomplete acts should not be coded. Complete acts displayed by the 

child should be counted even if the other person does not respond to the communicative attempt. 

Gestural acts that occur out of the range of the camera should not be coded unless the coder can 

determine the gesture with confidence based on the position of the child's hand when it returns to 

the range of the camera.  

 

Communicative Function 

 

Once the coder has identified a communicative act, the function or purpose of the act should be 

coded using the following three major categories: 

1. Behavior regulation: acts used to regulate the behavior of another person to obtain a 

specific result. The child's goal is to get another person to do something (i.e., request) or 

stop doing something (i.e., protest). 

2. Social interaction: acts used to attract or maintain another's attention to oneself. The 

child's goal is to get another person to look at or notice him or her. 

3. Joint attention: acts used to direct another's attention to an object, event, or topic. The 

child's goal is to get another person to look at or notice something. This involves 

commenting on an object/action or requesting information. 

 

If it is clear that the child is communicating for one of the three communicative functions 

described above, but there is insufficient information to determine which function category is 

most appropriate, code the communicative act as unclear.  

 

This categorical framework for coding communicative functions used by young children is 

defined in depth in Table 2 of the CSBS DP Manual (Wetherby & Prizant, 2002). These are 

mutually exclusive categories. The earliest emerging functions that are used by typically 

developing children under 12 months of age are behavior regulation (request for object/action 

and protest) and social interaction (request social routine, request comfort, calling, greeting, 

showing off). Joint attention should emerge by 12 months of age in typical development. The 
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most frequent communicative functions used by typically developing children 18 to 24 months 

of age are behavior regulation (i.e., request object/action) and joint attention (comment on 

object/action). It is important to consider the communicative function separate from 

communicative means because a specific means can serve different functions. For example, a 

pointing gesture may be used for behavior regulation (e.g., request object) or for joint attention 

(e.g., comment). Similarly, a giving gesture is usually used for behavior regulation (e.g., request 

action) but may also be used to establish joint attention (e.g., comment). The interactive context 

needs to be referred to in determining function. 

 

To code communicative function, it is important to recognize and distinguish among the child’s 

attempts to get another person to do something or stop doing something with an object (behavior 

regulation) versus to draw another person’s attention to self (social interaction) versus to get 

another person to look at or notice an object or event but not do something to it (joint attention). 

Judgments about communicative function are inferred from the context based on the child’s 

communicative goal or purpose. If the function is unclear, then code the act as unclear.  

 

Helpful Hints for the Sometimes Difficult Decisions in Coding Function 

• Requesting down (to get out of chair) vs. requesting comfort: If the child is arching his/her 

back and/or rocking in or grabbing at the chair handles multiple times within the act, the 

function may be behavior regulation (requesting down).   

• Pretend feeding to adult (move object toward adult): This will generally be coded as social 

interaction, unless the child persists with the requested action until the adult complies (e.g., 

eating off the spoon, drinking from the cup). In this case, code as behavior regulation.   

• Coding Responses to Instructions: 

o Generally, do not code responses to verbal instructions given by the adult, such as “give 

it to me”, “give mom a bite”, “feed mom”. 

o Generally, do not code responses to nonverbal instructions given by the adult, such as the 

clinician holding out her hand to indicate to the child “give it to me.” 

o However, if the child is clearly communicating for a function, even though the adult 

gave an instruction, responses to instructions should be coded as communicative acts. 

For example, Mom may say “give me the duck” while holding out her hand. The child 

may give her the duck after she gives the instruction. However, if it is clear that the child 

is communicating and not simply responding to the instruction, this should be coded as 

an act. Another example might involve the clinician instructing the child to “show” an 

object to Mom. The child may then hold the object toward Mom using a show gesture. 

This will generally meet criteria to be coded as an act. 

• Coding Responses to Questions: 

o Responses to questions, such as “Can I have some?” “Is that a doggie?” “Where’s the 

doggie” may be coded as communicative acts if the response meets the requirements 

listed in Table 1. 

o Responses to yes/no questions  

o Responses that involve the child requesting or protesting (e.g., “do you want a 

cheerio?” “can I have some?”) should generally be coded for behavior regulation.  

o Responses that involve the child commenting on an object/action (e.g., “Do you 

see the duck?” to which the child responds by drawing the adults attention to the 

duck) should generally be coded for joint attention.  
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o If the child responds kiddingly or teasingly, or if it is clear that the child is simply 

taking a turn and there is no indication of communication for behavior regulation 

or joint attention, the child’s response may be coded for social interaction. 

 

Communicative Means 

 

Communicative means are the behaviors used in the communicative act, and may include eye 

gaze, vocal/verbalizations, and/or gestures. Eye gaze and vocal/verbalizations will be coded 

throughout the sample, including instances not associated with a communicative act. Coding 

definitions for eye gaze and vocal/verbalizations can be found in the section Social Signals. 

However, gestures will be coded only when they occur with a communicative act. 

 

Gestures 

Gestures are a behavior class that will be coded as an event. Code gestures only when they are 

part of a communicative act. A gestural communicative act is defined as a nonvocal behavior 

directed to another person that serves a communicative function. A gesture typically involves 

movement of the hand or head. Specific examples of communicative gestures are listed in Table 

1 of the CSBS DP Manual (Wetherby & Prizant, 2002) and defined below. Holding, touching, or 

taking an object does not count as a gesture unless the child is directing the action toward 

another person (e.g., showing the object, giving the object). A sign or sign approximation would 

also be included as a gesture. 

 

A child may use more than one gesture during one communicative act. Code the gesture when 

the child begins the movement associated with the gesture. Note: The gesture may or may not be 

coded at the beginning of the communicative act. That is, the time code at which you code the 

gesture may be different (i.e., later) than the time you code the onset of the act. 

 

If the communicative act includes a gesture, code the gesture along the following parameters:  

 

1. Deictic: Gesture whose sole function is to establish reference—to indicate or call attention to 

an object or event. Because deictic gestures only establish reference, they can be used with any 

object and can be interpreted only in relation to the context in which they occur. 

Modifiers:  

o Give: Transferring an object to another person. This may include the child 

transferring the object using a small toss. However, if the child Throws, code as 

Throw/Drop/Hit. 

o Push/Pull away: Pushing/pulling away an object. Child is not just taking the object, 

rather, they are signaling to the adult. The adult does not have to be touching the 

object for the child to pull it away. Only code clear pull aways during the balloon 

activity. This category also includes moving the body (including some portion of the 

trunk) away from or toward another person, with the object being the focus of the 

move toward/away.  

o Reach: Extending the arm toward a desired object, with minimal body movement and 

without the child crossing midline. A reach may be accompanied by opening and 

closing of the fingers. Must be directed with gaze and/or vocal. Do not code reaches 

to take. The child touching or grabbing the object is a good indication of a reach to 
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take. The child reaching toward an adult should be coded under Reach/touch Adult, 

not as a deictic reach. 

o Show: Holding up an object into another’s line of sight. Does not have to be directed 

with gaze or vocal, so long as the child clearly moves the object toward the adult and 

there is a clear communicative function. 

o Tap: Tapping with the thumb, finger, or fingers 1 or several times. This does not 

include tapping/indicating with the palm.  

o Point: Isolation of the index finger while the other 3 fingers are flexed towards the 

palm. The thumb may or may not be flexed/adducted towards the palm. Note: add a 

comment when a thumb point is observed.  

o Palm Indicative: Indicating using the palm of the hand. Does not include banging the 

table unless it is directed and meets a communicative function. 

o Throwing, dropping, or hitting object: If the child throws an object toward the adult, 

this does not require eye gaze or a vocal to be directed. But it must meet a function. 

To be coded as a gesture, the object must be thrown directly to the adult or hit the 

adult. To be coded as a throw, it must be a strong throw, not just a little toss or a fling.  

o Move ObjToAdult: Moving object toward adult (e.g., holding bubble wand to adult, 

feeding adult, etc.) This may involve the child moving his/her body with the object. 

Does not have to be directed with gaze or vocal, so long as the child clearly moves 

the object toward the adult and there is a clear communicative function. This does not 

include gives, shows, or push/pull aways, and does not include moving an object 

away from the adult.  

o Using a person’s hand as a tool, including pushing / pulling a person’s hand that is 

holding an object (e.g. bubble wand), or towards an object (e.g. jar) 

 

2. Representational: Gestures used to establish reference and carry some fixed semantic 

content.  

 Modifiers:  

o Head shake 

o Wave 

o Clap 

o Head nod 

o Depictive/sign: This includes the child using his/her face or body to represent 

something (e.g., fanning off and other pantomime-like actions, early baby signs). 

Facial gestures, such as blow and kiss are included in this category. However, in 

general, facial gestures such as a blow and kiss, which often have an associated 

vocalization (e.g., blowing sound, lip smack) must be directed with something other 

than the facial gesture and accompanying vocalization. Generally an object will not 

be involved, as this would indicate the child is using the object functionally versus 

depicting an action. (Note: during play, do not code blowing on pretend food as an 

act, unless it clearly meets a function. e.g., the child is clearly trying to draw attention 

to self or object.) 
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3. Contact without Object 

 Modifiers:  

o Reach/touch adult: Reaching toward, touching, or pushing/pulling an adult’s hand, 

arm, body, or face or any part of the body. This includes reaching to be picked up out 

of the seat. Do not include an accidental touch. A touch does not have to be directed 

with eye gaze or a vocalization, but must meet a function. The child may push on the 

adult’s body when squirming around, but this is not necessarily a touch for 

communication. Use caution in coding touches when the child is the adult’s lap, as 

the child will likely touch the adult’s arms/hands frequently. Do not code these 

touches unless they clearly meet a communicative function.  

o Self injury: hitting, biting, kicking or pinching self 
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APPENDIX B 

 

HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL
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